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The News' Popular Lady Contest is On in Earnest

!

MANY OF COUNTY'S FINEST
PR0M0T0R OF AUTO FACTORY
CITY'S NEW WELL MAY START
GETS WARM RECEPTION HERE
YOUNG LADIES HAVE ENTERED
AN IRRIGATION MOVEMENT
Is Attracting Widespread Attention Throughout the Both New and Renewal Subscriptions to the News S. C. Pandolfo and Local Citizens Have Lively Tilt
Count Circulation is Already Booming.
at Public Meeting Wednesday Night.
Country Something New.
The new well being bored by
me Clly ior me waier wiirns
system ia attracting a great dual
the
of attention throughout
country. People are watching
it for hundreds of miles around.
It is something new for this
country, and it is said there ia
but one like it in the United
States.
The well was drilled with a
rotary machine to a depth of 550
feet. The first 250 feet was
cased with a pipe 40 inches in
diameter, while a 15 inch pipe
wart used .he rest of the way.
The plan is to dig out a large
hole in t he ground at a depth of
250 feet, or at the bottom of the
10 inch casing.
This hole will
be at least fifteen feet square.
The water will be pumped from
this hole to the surface by a
large centrifugal pump which
will be installed as soon as possible. Special machinery had to
be made f r the well as nothing
could be found in the market
that was large enough.
City oflicials claim that it will
pump at least 250 gallons of
water per minute, hut the ma
cin.KT.v iiL'ijpli say that it, will
have a capacity or 500 gallons
ptv minute,
k ia fluid that the
b.g Portales well are operated
on the farm ord,r, except the
water there is found at a depth
of -- 5 to HO feet.
It is believed by some that
similar wf lis may be drilled here
for irrigation purposes ami that
it may revolutioniz ? farming in
the iiiper Plains country. There
seems to be an ocean of water
under Clovis, but it is so d u p
that it has not been fmind practical heretofore to pump it for
irrigation uses. The theory is
advanced th it it could be lifted
from a depth of 250 feet for
irrigation and make it pay. At
any rate the big Clovis well is
making them sit up and take
notice, and the results are being
watched with great interest.
It will take perhaps three or
four weeks to finish the Clovis
well, and the cost will be about
$7,000. At atepth of thirty feet
some hard rock was encountered.
This was removed by one of the
workmen who was lowered into
the pipe and cut it away with
hammer and chisel.
One of the city oflicials of
Amarillo has been in Clovis twice
to watch the progress of the new
well, with a view of drilling one
or two in that city. The Santa
Fe people also have their eyes
on it.

At the present time the Clovis
water works is fed by five wells
and the total output is but
250 gallons per minute. The
new well will produce as much
water as all five of them and
perhaps double the amount.
The future possibilities of
these big wells are unlimited
from an irrigation standpoint if
this well proves to be a success
and there seems to be little doubt
about that part of it.
It is said that a well of this
size would irrigate a section of
land. This would increase the
value of land from $10 to $100
per acre or more. Taking these

j

figures as a basis and it is a conservative estimate, a section of
land under irrigation of one of
these big wells would jump in
value from $610 to $G4,000 and
all on an investment of $7,000
to $3,000.

Clovis' Postal Business
Continues to Grow
The business of the Clvis
continues to grow.
Starting July first, Postmaster
Wagner's salary was raised from
$2,200 to $2, 400, and now the
has raised the salary
of Mrs. Colemen the general de
livery clerk $100 per year. Some
more increases in the salaries of
the local poatoffice force are
looked for in the near future.
Postmaster Wagner announces
that the rural route operating
out of Clovis has been extended
from 20 miles to 55 miles. The
name has been chanjed from
Route 1 to Route A. It will take
in four or five miles of new territory North of the present route,
and will extend several mils inpoatoffice

to new

territory Si'ith and Fnt

of to I. Tim n w route w;l
m.st make an entire circle of
the city.
"The posteffiee department
pays out about tflO.OOJ a year
here in Clovis" said Postmaster
Wagner a few days ago, "and
most of it is in salaries which is
spent here. This money goes to
the employes of the local office
and does not include the salaries
of the postal clerks who run in
and out of Clovis."

Former Clovis Man
Loses Leg in Accident
Fred Neidemann, aged 22. met
with a frightful accident at
Vaughn Tuesday morning when
he fell beneath the wheels of a
moving freight train losing one
leg above the knee, and the
other was so badly crushed that
it had to be amputated.
Neidemann wa3 riding on the
train at the time of the accident
in company with two friends
who were going West. It is
said that in some unknown manner he lost his balance and was
thrown under the cars while the
train was moving at a rapid rate.
The injured man was taken to
Albuquerque on Number 21, a
short time after the accident occurred. A nurse happened to be
on the passenger train and took
care of him until the train
reached Albuquerque where he
was placed in a hospital.
Neidemann at one time conducted a restaurant in Clovis and
also worked in a garage here.
His home is at McComb, Miss.
He was known here as ' 'Curly. ' '
As he was without funds at the
time of the accident, the passengers and crew on number 21
raised a purse of $50 in a few
minutes to defray the expenses
of the trip to Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred James
entertained at dinner Friday
night in honor of Mrs. J. E.
Shaw Van and Mrs. Tom Blake,
of Houston, Texas.

1 year
200 votes
The big subscription campaign
2 years 400 votes
of the Clovis Ne ws has started
3 years 700 votes
off with a dash that is highly
4 years -- 1,100 votes
gratifying.
Several of the
5 years 1.400 votes
young lady candidates are going
6 years -- 2. 000 votes
at i high rate of speed. They
7 years 2,(500 votes
will finish strong too.
8 jears 3.000 votes
We are justly prcud of these
9 years 4.000 votes
contestants. They are worthy,
10 years 5,000 votes
aspiring young ladies everyone
11 years G, 200 vol;s
of them. They deserve the best.
12 years 7.500 votes
Tliey are not afraid to under13 years -- 8, 000 vtes
take something arduous if it is
14 years -- 10.000 votes
hightoned and worth while.
15 years -- 11,000 votes
We are justly proud that we
10 years 13.000 votes
can assist them in achieving a
17 years 10 000 votes
success that they and their
18 years -- 2 1,000 votes
friends will ever be glad of,
campaign
in
19 years 28 000 votes
paper,
This
the
00
waged for readers last year,
20
votes
gave away prizes considerably
21 years 44,000 votes
22 ytars -- 00.000 votes
above those usually give a ay
campaign
by wee kly papers in
23 years -- 70, 000 votes
of this kind. But it has gone
24
votes
stronger this year. The piano
25
votes
and the other premiums are
Period No. 2 closes at 7 p. m.
nmre valuable than were those August 17.
of last year.
Votes will be allowed on subduring this period as
scriptions
There is time yet for some
(oY.rxr.
win
young lady to enter and
the
1
fine piano or one of the other
year
loo votes
2 vea
first big pria-islii'. there i no
Votes
time to ba lost. Enter at once
3 years 350 vot"S
4 years- - 55') votes
and keep c instantly, persistently, intelligently at it, and victory
5 years 700 votes
(i years
is ours.
1,000 votes
1,300
votes
7
years
way
It will be a most excellent
8 years -- 1,800 votes
For
to spend your vacation.
0 years -- 2.300 votes
just a few weeks earnest, envotes
10 years-2.8- 00
thusiastic work, you can win a
11
years -- 3, 100 votes
piano, or a
$400
12 years 3,750 votes
nice gold watch or a scholarship
13 years -- 4, 300 votes
in Draughn's Business College
14 years 5,000 votes
at Ainariilo, Texas, or a nice lot
15 years 5,500 votes
Can you
of spending money.
10 years G.500 votes
spend a few wetks to a better
votes
17 years-8,0- 00
advantage?
18 years 11,000 vots
See the piano at the Croft
19 years -1- 4,000 votes
Music Store, the watch at the
votes
20 years-17,Dunhof Jewelry
ftore, the
21 years -- 22,000 votes
scholarship at the News office.
22 years 30,000 votes
See the list of candidates in
23 years 35,000 votes
this paper and give one of these
24 years - 45,000 votes
your subscription, cr if you like
votes
25 years
nominate another.
campaign
It will be noted that each subRemember
scription counts for just double
closes August 17. Get Busy.
the number of votes during the
VOTING PERIOD AND
first voting period that it does
SCHEDULE OK VOTES
during the second voting period.
It has been said by some that The young lady who really wants
subscriptions will count for more the piano will not lose any time
votes at the close of the cam- during this fust period.
paign than at the first and tnis
In order to secure the 120,000
will make it possible for some votes,
for instance, get th
young lady to enter the cam- same person to subscribe for
paign the last few days and win the Clovis News for 25 years, or
the $400 piano over the young send the piper to 25 dillierent
ladies who hid worked during addresses. We prefer the latter.
While The same holds with reference
the entire campaign.
such is hardly possible at all, to the smaller number of subyet, at the request of some of scriptions.
the young ladies who are workList of Contestants
ing now we ha te. arranged the
The following young ladies
following vote schedule which
entered the Clovis News
have
will hold throughout the contest.
campaign.
subscription
The contest has been divided
Miss Pearl Doyle, Clovis
into two great voting periods.
Miss Carrie Blassingame Clovis
Period No 1. closes at midMiss Grace Wicks, Chvis
night Saturday August 5.
Miss Maria Stotts. Clovis
Miss Florence O'Hara, Claud
Votes will be allowed on subMiss Ethel Brashear, C'aud
scriptions during this period as
Miss ddie Dunlap, Havener
follows:
Miss Ruth Climiss, Melrose
The price of the Clovis News
Miss Pearl Evans, Tolar
is $1.00 per year up to and inMiss Ethel Bell, Tolar
cluding August 5th, after that
Miss Grace Hill, Texico
Miss Lois Hagler, Texico
date the price will be $1.50.
Oral Curtis, Murdock,
Mis?
allowed
follows:
as
Votes willba
-

years-34,0-

years-OO.O- OO
years-120,-
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There was a big gathering of
at the Elks Auditorium Wednesday night, who
were invited there by S. C. Pandolfo, who styles himself the
fiscal agent of the Pan Motor
Company a $5,000,000 organization now forming for the purpose
of manufacturing a certain kind
of automobile to retail at $500.
The meeting was for the purpose of interesting citizens jf
Ciovis and Curry County in the
purchase of stock in the ooncern.
It is safe to say that there
never was such a meeting pulled
off in Clovis or in any other town
or city in the United States for
that matter. It was a circus
and about the warmest thing
that ever happened. It was in
a class by itself. Yo might
live a century and never see
anything just like it again. So
far as amusement was concerned
a free for all boxing match would
pale into insignificance in comparison.
It was a representative gathering of citizenship of the city
everybody was there bankers,
i
. .t
u.. :
i ie:j,
U'Ullim ttliii .roirM,)ir.ll
railroad men and others. They
were there to see the fun and
they saw it -- plenty of it.
The meeting had been widely
advertised that the women attending would receive free punch
and the men would be treated to
cigars. The ladies band fur
nished music for the occasion,
As a result there was a record
breaking crowd. And it was an
interested crowd too, for they
stuck to their seats from eight
o'clock until nearly midnight
listening to the arguments being
made pro and con.
Mr. Pandolfo led off with the
discussion and proceeded to tell
the audience how he expected to
m ike a lot of money out of the
proposition for himself, also that
he expected to make some money
for the investors who purchased
his stock. The proposition evidently did not appeal to the local
financiers who started to rip
Pandolfo and his proposition up
Clovis citizens

.

the back.

that he did not believe the proposition was practical, and that the
element of risk was too great for
a safe investment.
Many bankers from out of
town were also present. They
ca ne to take part in the discussion and to get some letters
from Mr. Pandolfo which they
had given him. These letters,
the bankers claimed, were obtained through misrepresentation and were being used by
Pandolfo's agents as endorsements from the various banks.
Bankers were present from
Melrose, Portales and other surrounding towns.
In the heated discussion which
followed Pandolfo refused to
part with the letters and said
he would not take $5,000 a piece
for them. One of the bankers
offered him a certified check for
$25 if he would return his letter.
Pandolfo and several local
speakers had it out on the floor
and those who heard it were of
the opinion that Pandolfo got
the worst of the argument.
In the heated debate that followed it looked for a while like
there might be trouble, but
things calmed' down at the end
of the meeting and the crowd
broke up in disorder leaving
Pandolfo talking to a lot of
empty seat;!,
L. C. Bradshaw Dangerously
Injured in Runaway
I.. C. Bradshaw, a farmer residing six miles Southwest of
Clovis received dangerous injuries Tuesday morning when
his team ran away throwing him
to the ground.
The accident happened at the
Nichols hog yard a mile West of
town, Mr. Bradshaw was driving a young span of spirited
they became
when
horses
frightened and got beyond his
control. The team ran through
the fence two or three time9.
Mr. Bradshaw was thrown a distance of fifteen feet and landed
upon his htad and shoulders.
Those who s iw the accident say
that it was providential that he
was not killed outright.
When picked up he was unwas at once
and
conscious
brought to town and taken to
Dr. Haney's olllce where medi-c-attention was given him.
Ha remained unconscious all day
Tuesday and physicians had little
hope for his recovory. It was
found tint he had sustained a
fracture of the skull at the base
of the brain.
Bradshaw was taken Tuesday
evening to the home of his
daughter Mrs. Jim Monrow
where the family is at his bedside. At last reports he was
getting along as nicely as ceuld
be expected and there is ultimate hope for his recovery. He
was conscious part of the time
Wednesday and Thursday.
Dr. G. K. Maynard is the attending physician.

Two of the leading Clovis
opposition
led the
bankers
forces. They were Alex Shipley, President
of the Clovis
National Bank, and S. A. Jones,
President of the Citizens Bank
of Clovis. When Mr. Shipley
arose to speik Claude Miller,
President of the Clumber of
Commerce asked for a word and
proceeded to take the hide and
hair off Pandolfo and his proposition. He had his sleeves rolled
up, like he was ready to wade
in if it became necessary. Mr.
Shipley followed with a ringing
addre?. He had prepared himself before the meeting with
numerous letters and telegrams
to back up his assertions. Mr.
Jones also made a talk and said
that if the people of Clovis and
Curry County has any surplus
money to invest they could find
no safer or better investment
than buying mortgages on Curry Mrs. Tom Blake, of Houston.
County fsrms. Hon. Sam Brat-to- has returned to her home after
with his usual forcefulness a pleasant visit with Mr. and
wa) the last speaker. He stated Mrs. Fred James.
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n
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Why This Silence?

The Clovis Newr

Clovis In a Nutshell
The silence of the Republican!
national platform on the meat
Clydk C. Duckinciiam
constructive measure of th! Wil
Its Commercial Club slogan is
son Administration Federal Un 10,000 in llfL'O.
Editor and Publisher.
serve Act, Federal Tr;i.1e Com
Ten years ago it did not exist
Entered at the post oflice at mission, Agricultural Extension,
today it is a growing city of
Covis, N. M. as second class Federal Lnnd Bank, Federal
5.000. It is the biggest town for
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
waiter under the act of March Shipping Board. Income Tax. its age in the Southwest.
and the rest-- is followed up by
J. 1879.
It is the fifth largest city in I
the Ohio Republicans, who did
is
the
state and the best town of
not even oppose the administra
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tion tariff, or the Mexican and ali.
One Year
$1.00 preparedness records.
The quality of service rendered by
Silence
It is the county seat of Currv
4
lix Month
50c is a great assenter.
a bank is a matter of great imCounty which has an estimated
portance to its patrons. It is our
population of 15,000
Deiuocrutic in l'olilicn
Please Enlighten Us
aim
to render the most efficient
Clovis is the commercial and
People in Clovis would like to transportation center
service possible with conservative
of Eastern
know why it is that no one can New Mexico.
DEMOCRATIC TICKET
banking.
buy anv of the 3.ri sections of
is
distributing
It
the
Doint
for
state land in the Northeastern
Election Tuesday,
Our old and established connection
part
of Curry County. Severs a territory covering a radius of
November 7, 1916
with
1
Eastern Banks enables us to
1
citizens have tried to buy some 50 to 75 miles and is headquartmany
ers
for
you
give
traveling
this service.
salesmen.
of it lately and have been unable
For President
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to do so. The News would like
WOGDROW WILSON
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of Five New Cream
Business
Received
the
Have
IWe
Stations This Week
!

I

I

Making over 70 new Cream Stations within the past ten days. Pretty
good evidence, isn't it, that these people believe in the Clovis (Creamery.
If you have cream or other produce to market, we believe it will be to
Butter Fat, per lb. 25c. Eggs, per doz. 16c.
your interest to see us.

a

ovis

dproduce Oompany cuis.

oreamery

New Mex.

mo?

CURRY, THE BANNER WHEAT COUNTY OF NEW MEXICO.

ACHES!

In The District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico
MYRTLE SEBASTIAN.

Plaintiff.
VS

I

I

No. 930.

R. W. SIMMONS,

I

Defendant.

I

Achts are the father of
grouches.

NOTICE OF SALE OF REAL ESTATB
UNDER ATTACHMENT.

Grouches produce ill temper and irritableness. and
these hasten you to your
grave.

WHEREAS, on the 16th day
of May, A. D. 1916, in an action
pending in the District Court of
Curry Ceunty, New Mexico,
wherein Myrtle Sebastian was
plaintiff and R, W. Simmons was
defendant, and being numbered
930 on the civil docket of said
Court, judgment was rendered
in favor of plaintiff and against
the defendant for the sum of
$63130, balance due upon principal and interest of a certain
promissory note, with interest
thereon from date of said judgment at the rate of eight per
cent per annum, and the further
uum of $63.40, as attorney's fee,
with interest thereon from the
date of said judgment at the
rate of six per cent per annum,
and in said judgment an attachment lien was sustained against
the real estate levied upon under
a writ of attachment issued out
of said cause and the real estate
hereinafter described, so covered
by said attachment lien, was
ordered sold to satisfy said judgment and indebtedness.
NOW. THEREFORE, notice
is hereby given that the undersigned, D. L. Moye, as Sheriff of
Curry County, New Mexico, acting under and by the authority
of said writ of attachment and
the orders and judgment of said
Court in said cause, will on the
22nd day of August. A. D, 1916.
at the hour of two o'clock p. m.,
at the south door of the Court
House, in the City of Clovis,
Curry County,
New Mexico,
offer and expose for sale, at
public outcry and vendue, to
the highest bidder for cash in
hand, the following described
real estate, upon which said attachment was levied, sustained
and ordered sold,
of Section
All of the N. W.
or Sarvey 4, Twp. 5 N. of R. 31
E., N. M. P. M and the proceeds arising from said sale will
be applied to satisfy and discharge said judgment and indebtedness, the balance, if any,
to be returned to the said defendant.
WITNESS my official hand,
this the 19th day of July, A. D.

For a very little we sell
remedies that kill the aches
is soon as they appear.
Is your health, your happiness, your life, worth this
small investment?

The
! City Drug Store

Curry County if the bnnne-- produce which shiw.1 what can
wheat county of New Mexico. v dne in this part of New
The crop thh year turned out; Mexico.
much better than expected a few
25 BUSHELS PKR ACHE
months ago. The yield was
S;ate of New Mexico
the way from 8 to 35 bushels.
ss
At the present price of wheat Cojnty of Curry
this means $8 to $35 per acre, as
Hefure me, ihe undersigned
wheat is now a dollar a bushel
authority,
on this 3rd day of July
This is quite ashowinR for ten
l'JIG,
personally appeared S W.
and fifteen dollar land, don't you
Pipkin, who by me beinjr first
think?
It is estimated that the crop duly sworn acjordmg to law dethis year will ko a half million poses and says on oath; That in
bushels in Curry County alone tne year of 1916 one tract of land
which means a half inihiim on his fnrai 13 miles north of
dollars to Curry County farmers. Clovis produced 25 bushels of
Turkey red hard wheat to the
Fot so poor, is it?
The News has secured somr acre which wheat tested 63
affidavits from Curry County pounds to the bushel; also defarmers which we hei ewith re ponent says further that the
wheat raised on his farm in 1915
yielded over 42 bushels to the
IOC
301
acre, and that for the year 1911
j

The new store on South
Main St.
Phone 162.

I

BEST TONSORIAL WORK
-- AT

THE

Clovis Barber Shop
Crane & Williams, Props.
Oldest established shop in the
Baths always ready
ity
Car of barb wire and woven
fence just received.
Barry Hardware Co.
Iron Clad Hosery.
A.

oc

ti

J. Redes

aoc

HENRY BARRIS
Concrete

Contractor

Sidewalk, Pebbledashing,
Stock Tank and all kinds
of Concrete Construction
Work. Estimates cheerfully furnished on request

References: Any reputable
Basinets Concern in Clovis.
IOC

Phone 328
aoc

aoc

Meat Output in West
That hereafter there sh u'd be
a slow increase in the output
of beef and mutton in the ranjie
States of the West, but that this
increase is likely to be accompanied by an increase in the cost
of production, are the chief conclusions of a report on "Live
Stock Production in the Eleven
Far Wrstern Range Stiffs."
which the department has just
Published.

Bttwetn 1910 and 1914, the
year in which the investigations
on which the report is based
wera made, the numbers of live
stock in ihe 11 States of Arizona,
Idaho,
California, Colorado,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Oregon, Utah, Washington, and
Wyoming declined about 13
per cent. For this decline the
report holds the settlement of
public lands and the consequent
reduction of the range primarily
responsible. A nunber of other

his wheat yielJed over 23Lushels
to the acre.
WITNESS my hand and seal
;it Clovis. N. M. this 3rd day of

and that he has
raised ten crops on his land and
has eleven planted, and out of
the ten ciops raised no crop
July, 1916.
was a failure, the smallest crop
S. W. Pipkin.
(skal
raised paid him $5.00 per acre
Subscribed and sworn to be- ntt and the largest crop paid
fore me this 3rd day of July, him $18.00 per acre. Depcnant
1916.
says further that he now owns
II. C. Herby,
960 acres, and that he made the
Notary Public
money to ouy all of this land ex
eept his original 160 acres right
here's a good one
in Curry County, N. M.
State of New Mexico
S3
D. L. Moye.
Signed
County of Curry
Subscribed and sworn to beBefore mo the undersigned fore me this 28th day of April
authority on this 28:h day of 1916.
April 1916 personally appeared
E. H. Robinson,
Notary Public.
D. L. Moye who by me being
first duly sworn deposes and says
S. Seddon also makes afndavit
that he located and hied on his.,nat e ive3 four miles north-farfour miles southeast of !PHSt of cloVj8 and tnat he raised
Clovis on Nov. 10 1905 and since 18 bushels 'of wheat this year on
then has lived on this farm and 88 acre? which tested 62 pounds.
in Clovis N. M.

I

I

I

causes have contributed to the
downward movement, but, it i?
pointei out, these have been
m ire than oll'set by high prices
therefore more profitable rnn;f
and the genfral acri
c lltural development which have
favored production by leading to
a mor wide spread adoption of
the practice of winter feeding
and winter pasturing on alfalfa
and cultivated crops.
The predic ion that this
hereafter will give way
to an increase is based upon the
belief that the amount of live
stock on farms and homesteads
will be greater in the future.

Girls, do you want

that

$100

Cabinet Grand
Piano the News is going to give
away? If so, read the particulars about the big subscription
contest on another page of this
issue.

Advance in Price
The subscription price of the
News will be raised to $1.50 per
year in a short time. We find
this necessary owing to the high
price of print paper whnh has
recently doubled in price. All
other material used in the making of a newspaper has doubled
and in some cases trebled in
price. For a short time we will
accept subscriptions at the old
rate cf $1.00 per year, after
which time the price will be
Pay up your subscription
$1 50.
now and take advantage of the
old rate.

to-wi- t:

1-- 4

1916.

News Job Printing
Let us hare your next order of
job work, we will treat you right. July
Phone number

21-Au- g.

18.

97.

Cable-Nelso-

There are people that will
charge you more for attending a
confinement case than I will, but
they will not give you better service.

D. L. Moye,
Sheriff of Curry County,
New Mexico.

Dr. H. R. Gibson.

Electric light globes and

27

first

Made in America

Locomotive
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r..Poet Found Reflection on nis
Ings In Picture Put on Exhibition
by Painter.

You Should Have the Best
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liver and
edy for disease of the
with
me
encountered
writer,
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Is
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mended for everything.
I stopped him and asked, v. iime
A sworn certificate of purity Is with
You may rerelve a sample
err bottle. of
Is the miittcrr
Bwamp-Itoo- t
by Parcel
lie bottle
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"The mutter Is," he rejoined furious- Poet Adilrena Vr. Kilmer
ten
enclose
centa.
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to
and
N.
ly, "that I nm going to his house
I or rale at all ilruir atorea In bottlea of
punch his head."
and fl.00, alao mention this
two eliee-6- 0u
paper. Adv.
"Whose heud?"
"Why, that scoundrel's the pnlnter
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lu the fuce of the world.
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"How In that?"
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"Whv. I lust came from the per
Flnully tie nsheu ner wnui
that?"
manent exhibition of paintings, lie
cuke she wus muklng and the
has exhibited a picture there culled kind of
replied:
The Allegory of Sleep." A man Is ludy nngel cake. Don't your mamma
"An
In an iirmchalr with his head Inclinangel cake?"
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proposition; but we'll llx the thing so
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for It"
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Not yet, but I think he has
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Marie Gets Autograph, but Not One She Expected

-

smiling gentleman with eyeglasses walked down the
W curved path on the White House lawn and was stepping through the
IIIIMBm'ZJ
"J'tTT'lZTTT'
ll:rMT
lal !!
If
fejgig rT
gale, when one of two youngish won en Just about to enter, gushed up to him
Thin funny looking wagon with an onulne on It Is the first "Mode In with extended hand. The gentleman
Annrloa" locomotive. Don't look much like the way we mak 'em nowa- lifted his hat und shook the huml.
"I'nrilon me. Mr. President, hut I
days, does It?
years ago for the Haltimore ft Just ain't help telling you how
Peter Cooper made It about uislit-llvlovely we think you are. Marie,
Ohio railroad. It wus small, but could pull 40 people '.8 miles en hour.
However, the real beginning of the manufacture of locomotives was tills Ik Mr. Wilson. She lives in Wilkes-- !
lucre und bus never seen you "
In 1HII2 when Mnthlns fialdwin of I'hlladelphla built the Ironsides, and the
Marie from WllkeH-ltarrventured
business which he began bus grown until It Is the largest la the world.
until liniid und the gentleman shook It.
The enplncB ulso have grown.
many
now
tons,
I
whl'e
"I knew you the minute saw you.
Tim first ones made weighed from four to six
Mr. Trodden!. Anybody would know
weigh I'll) Inns and can pull a load of 5,000 tons at a good ra'e of speed.
you by your smile. You recognize him
Kansas I'ily I'ost.
by his pictures, don't you. Marie? And.
f
It w Olllll
oh, Mr. President, will you mind giving Marie vour iiilloL-runCENTENARY
OF LOCOMOTIVE
he
lovely to show H to them ut home, (live the president your
note book. Marie."
OGE
Marie held out the note honk. The gentleman took It nnd wrote:
Progress Made in 100 Years Shown by
Comparison of the Billy No. 1
"John T. Provvn, Chicago."
and the Matt H. Shay.
REACCOMPLISH
ENGINEERS
to Have Handsome New Building
!n connection with the completion Labor
MARKABLE
FEAT IN WEST.
of the Matt K. Shay, the largest locomotive ever put into service, the Krle CONTRACTS have been iiwnrdoil for the construction of a thoroughly
building for the department of labor. Tho new home of the
build Trestle 23 Miles Long, Large railroad has issued a pamphlet describing the development of the locomo- department of labor Is to Include many features not often found lu ever the
Part of Which Ha Been Filled In
most modern olllce buildings. Commo
tive since tho Hilly No. 1, the first loand Made Solid Highway
dious rest rooms for man and woman
with
direct
transmission
ol
comotive
Across the Waters.
employees and a roof garden, are
power to the wheels, was put Into
among these features, which also InSomething
In
1815.
of
the
service
In the sixties the Union I'ucific railclude the probability of a cufe und
construcchange
in
locomotive
made
road wus built west from Ouiulia and
rcstiiiiruut for the use of employees
100 years may be
during
lust
tion
the
the Central Taclllc (now part of the realized by a comparison of
of the department.
the Billy
from
built,
each
l'uclllc)
was
Southern
The new building Is to occupy u
and tho Mutt II. Shay. The
When the builders No.
San Francisco.
site U'J by 101 feet on the south side of
ng, weighed
Hilly
No.
wus
feet
nine
cume to the Great Salt Lake busin at
(.
street. Just west of the comer of
8,0110 pounds und had a hunting caOgden they veered the roud to the
Seventeenth street, opposite the deon
8,000
pounds,
distributed
pacity
of
north and went around the lake to ten wagons.
partment's present home lu the Mills
It had four driving
I.ucien, a distance of 147 miles. In a
linllillni.'
Two dwellings, two old
in diameter.
two
The
wheels
feet
third of a century engines grew live
since tielore the Civil war one of which has been
a length of 105 feet, buildings that have si
Shny
hns
II.
Matt
und
times as powerful. Freight trains
a weight of 410 tons, and its hauling occupied as a branch or the Associated Charities and a marble yurd
would curry five times aB much weight.
occupy
now
site.
the
works
cement
ornamental
a
rapacity Is CIO gondola curs with
Whore once one train a day ran euch
The building is to be nine stories in height, und the iirriingeiiient is to
weight of .lO.OUll.Ooo pounds. It
war a do.en now puff around the lake, total
.'.special
he such us to provide ample light and ventilation on nil sides.
di21 driving wheels of
litis
pulled by powerful engines over the
the
Shay wero placed at attention Is being given In the preparation of the plnns to provisions for
If
ameter.
tho
mountains 4,!H)0 feet high, down into
comfort nnd health of employees of the department, und It Is claimed that
of
Its
a
heud
of
tho
train
maximum
the valley and up the mountains uguln hauling capacity of 640 curs,
pleted, Is to he u model i ing buildings devoted
the the new building, when
and Into Luclen, Utah. From Ogden
departments.
government
use
to
of
the
length
engine
would
be
of
and train
to l.uclon, as the crow or. perluips.
Materials to be used are buff brick and stone trim, the general style
four and
irlles. In
the acropluno files, tho distance wus
new building to be somewhat similar to that of the building occupied
of
the
actual service It has pulled a train
about 10:t miles, 30 miles of which wus
of commerce nt Nineteenth street and Pennsylvania
by the department
3.',284.illMI
long,
weighing
two
miles
covered by the waters of Oreat Salt.
15 miles an avenue.
a
speed
pounds,
of
at
to 30 feel deep. Weighed
Lakn from
The department of labor has a lease on the building for a term of years
hour.
against the water was a level roadway
ut mi iiniiiml rental of fcM.OUU.
servlargo
In
are
Other
locomotives
103 miles long, with no motintulns to
ice In this country. The Atchison,
climb. Hut there washed the salt
& Snntu Fe uses one with 16
Merely
or
waters of the greut lukes.
driving wheels. Its weight Is 610.000
In 1902 engineers decided on a tresweighpounds, and It can draw a train
tle bridge 23 miles long. Of the 20 ing 60,000,(100 pounds. The Missouri til IIKN John 8. Ward of Cherrydnle, Vn., sauntered Into the IMstrlot building
miles of trestle 11 In the end were to bo Pur lie owns a mountain type locomo- YT the other day he nuinnged to create a sensation uiicqiiulcu' since unit
filled with earth. So of the 27 u, miles tive weighing 2UA.U00 pounds which nieiniirnlile day when Detective Patrick O'Brien shnveil off his mustiiche. The
through water nearly Ifi miles were to can take a train of 1,640.000 pounds doorkeeper looked nt Ward suspibe a solid ridge of earth 111 feet wide up a grade of more than 100 feet to ciously.
"I'm not sure you can bring eels
at the top and 17 feet above tho wa- the mile.
The (,'hemin de Fcr du
ter. The engineers decided to build a Nord, a French railroad, operates a into this place." he said.
Ward, lightly twirled the three-foo- t,
mile and a iiiarter of trestle a week, locomotive
225,000
which weighs
limp and lifeless things that
over 1,000 feet for each work day.
pounds. These engines make a long
right hand.
In June, 1902, traililoads of steel step from the primitive Hilly No. 1, dangled from his
"They're not eels." he stated, conrails reached the lnke. In July came hut tho principle of direct drive
tho first piles. Muny of them wero so embodied in both the old and the new. fidently.
Then the elevator boy saw them.
long that three cars hud to bo used to There wero locomotives before the
"Snnkes!" he exclaimed, with sincarry them. Three thousand men went Hilly No. 1, but It was this engine
cere emotion. "Oh, my I.uwd !"
to work. At night men worked in tho upon which, in 1815, the British govAnd the elevator bounded
gravel pits by electric light, in tho ernment issued the bnsic direct drive
with the elevator hoy praying at every Jump that the passenger
cold of winter and the heat of summer patents.
The Hilly No. 1 was the Inrldu to the top Hour.
wouldn't
there was no Btopping.
vention of the Stuphensons. George
However, that Is what Ward did. Ho landed on Hie llflh Hour mid
Sixteen hundred ond eighty tons of and Hntii i t , who in IS29 won the prize carried his treasure Into one of the olllees.
fresh water were UBed each day. all of ottered by 'ho Liverpool & Manches"Stringbeans," announced Ward, calmly. "They're three feet long, too."
It brought by train some SO miles, ter railroad for a thoroughly practiThere wus no (ucstin about It. The striuglienns were measured, and
capable
currying
of
some 130 miles. Over 3S.000 trees cal machine
one of them was !tS und n fraction of Inches in length. Ward claims that
Nowere cut down to make piles. On
one strlngbean, upon which be lavished particular attention, reached the
vember 13, 1!03, tho track from the
ror tnis
inches, which he states Is n stunning n
length of
east and the track from the west were SHORT CUT IS OFTEN FATAL part of the country.
Six of Ward's stringbeans will provide a sufllelent
The great bridge across the
Joined.
supply for a small family providing the family Isn't overfond of stringluke is now a solid path, except for 12
5,000 to 7,000 Trespassers on the hell lis.
From
miles, which Is a trestle.
The butt end of these miimiuoth beans Is strongly reminiscent of the
Railroad Tracks of Country Are
Every 15 feet 5 piles are driven In
head of a reptile.
Killed Each Year.
a row crosswise to the track. They
sides
are fastened together on
Taking a short cut through the rail
with heavy timbers, four tiiihog and mad ."aids to get homo, John Jones
of Historic Coast Guard Cutter Is Ended
eight Inches thick. Across heir tops was struc k by a su'ioh engine and
and Joining them together Is a heavy killed. News Item.
remarkable and historic career of the coast guard cutter Thetis,
beam 18 feet long and u io..t square.
John Jones was a free American cit- TIIK n m.rlml of :tT. vears. Is done. Having "outlived her usefulness," in the
Connecting this beam with the next izen and counted wulking on the rail
in wlili-- she Is thrown Into the discard us siineruiinu
i.i ......
et of piles 15 feet away lire II heavy road tracks as umong his r.ghts under
ateil liv Ihe olllelals ol' tho const guard.
timbers laid lengthwise with the track. tho Constitution.
It wus his custom
who consider only elllciency, she wus
Above these stringers Is a plank floor when ho got home at night by cutting
sold recently for $2.ri,HHI.
three Inches thick. Above thnt Is a through tho yards to take up his news
In normal times the Thetis would
more
or
a
asphalt,
foot
of
coat
then
paper, settle himself deeply into his
fetched, coast guard olllelals eshave
and
on
which the track
of rock bullast
chair and read until, speaking for the
timate, less than SUMS). The present
mils are laid. The floor of the trestle third time, and sharply, his wife culled
scarcity of ships caused many firms
f
from
Is 16 feet wide.
The
him to his meat and potatoes. Once
to submit bids for the vessel. Kven
to Ogden is almost as level as a in a while Jones would come upon achowever, olllelals
at the price
table. For 3(1 miles there Is no grade. counts of ri iiroad wrecks. They albelieve she virtually will pay ror HerFor 30 miles more the grade Is so ways aroused the deepest Indignation
self on her first commercial trip beslight that an average person would in hlni. " 'Tis nothing but criminal
cause of the prevailing high rates of
need to travel a half mile to rise his negligence causes 'em," he'd say.
It wus tho The
oceiui transportation.
own height. Nowhere Is the grade
It Is a way with us Americans to tis ii Dundee whiiler that found the explorer Lieut. A. W. Oreely and his
feet.
hundred
tho
over five Inches to
sco things criminal In our neighbors,
...l..llllll JUt lilt in nlilflH (if ill I jiiI Franklin hnv Arctic expedition, with
The trark Is above the water 19 feet. none of thera In ourselves. Take John
North and brought them buck to
of ..hours. In the fror.cn
only a mntter
denth
,
The solid way has cut off one north Jones. He thought of railway wrecks
.. I
.
,..... ..
t 11.1b HluHllh
iiiuiiiiiiiiniin-iwas
glorious
tne
greni
and
This
civilization.
arm of tho lake into which the Hear as
Ipiidliie- the companion shin, the
Hut there was
depravity.
...,..uuf.iiiu
of
forms
lee
in
KnUui
ui
...........
...i.ii.
W
nuvvmo.w..,
II
III
river flows. This has made that pnrt nothing wrong in cutting through the Sllll,
way barred to her
Benr. In this quest, while u third ship, the Alert, found the
of the lake so fresh that It has frozen
railway yards and running the risk of utmost endeavors.
over In winter, though the more salty making
his wife a widow, his children
This was the feat that brought nn undying and unquestioned glory to
water on the other side of the track orphans.
If you told him that about her commander, then Commander Wlnfleld Scott Schley, nfterwnrd the hero
never freezes. Four and a half million
.
80 or 90 people were killed In train of Santiago, and the ntner nuvui omcera uuu iuu
vmii.i
dollars has hen spent to make this
accidents last year, he'd suggest hang this Ureelv relief expedition.
highway Indianapolis News.
Ing a few railroad presidents.
But If
you said that the number of trespasOrigin of Languages.
Achieving Fame or Fortune.
"Great Throng" of PoeU.
sers killed varied from five thousand
Languages grow Just like trees, and
"There la no more common thought
Poets recently assembled in New to seven thousand persons a year, he among young people than the foolis'.i their diversity Is owing to the differ
had no comment to make. The sub one that by and by something will ing local causes.
One of the best
York for symposium purposes are
by thn locul press as forming ject didn't interest him much.
turn up by which they will suddenly short treatises od languages is the
Well, John Jones Is gone now. H'j
"a great throw;!" Just think of It, a
achieve fnme or fortune. Things do chanter on that subject in Tylor'i
The story In den
Anthronoloav."
great throng of poets! And they used wife is in black. His children have not turn up In this world unless someesls about the Tower of Babel la not
to be so rare thru to find them even been tuken from school to earn rent body turns them up." lames A.
nowadays accepted by scholars aa be
In a group was i n unusual thing. It for the cottage. Jones' neighbors still
Ing of very much historical valua.
will be strange, .ifUr this remarkable use the tracks as their highway.
Corporations have been taught a
New York announcement, if some clev-- r
Need of a Friend.
political person does not organize good deal of recent years as to their
Wholesale Pacificism.
A man needs a friend, not to flatter
If we should all love our mof l
the poeti and attempt to swing an responsibilities.up Wouldn't it be a good him. but to strengthen him at his
the case of John Jones
lection with their votes. Christian Idea to take
we couldn't have an.
weak points.
now? Toledo Blade.
Science Monitor.
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Thn Effects of Opiates.
Z
P"1 5S.r ,L
- -

mm

to opium and Its rarloua
U1AT INFANTS are peculiarly susceptible
la well Vnnwn.
Een in tha
Z
rZZZ cause change. In the func
permanent,
causing
of the oclla which are likely to become
in later life.
mental perversion, a craving for afcohol or narcotics
as intractable nervoua dyspepsia and lack of staying
quiei
WrTareTresuit of dosing with opiate, or narootic. to keep children
among physician, fe that children ahould never
EThe?r infancy
The
and
tune,
Iteiva '$atai in the smallest dose, for more than a day at a

Sity.

Vhe adillnfa'ration'of Anodynes, Drops, Cordials, Soothingoo flynins and
strong
cannot be-tother narcotic, to children by any but a physician
who are ill
decried, and the druggist should not be a party to it. Children
reed the attention of a physician, and it U nothing less than a crime to
dose them willfully with narcotics.
Castorla contains no narcotic If it near, the
signature of Chas. II. rletctier.
(lenulne Castorla always bears tha signature
New French Army Helmet.
r
operations are necessary
ts
In milking one of the steel
that the French soldiers wear. The
first step, says l'earson's Mimmzlno, Is
Stamping out disks from great sheets
of steel. A machine Hint exerts a pres
sure of one hundred nnd lifty tons,
a day,
and can cut out
does that work.
I
under n shap
Kach disk Is pla
ing machine, which presses the disk
Into the form of u helmet with a
broad rim. Polishing und cutting ma
chines remove nil Irregularities In the
helmet, lifter which hole, are punched
In the crown some for ventilation
purposes, others for fastening on the
regimental crest.
Kuch helmet Is cleaned and dipped
In a special mixture that makes It n
dull, Inconspicuous bluish gray. A
lining and leather chin straps lire
then fastened on, and the helmet Is
complete. Since the French troops
have begun to wear hel ts the number of deaths from wounds lu the
heail has decreased to a remarkable
extent.
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Reminder of Famous Jester.
In HriiiiiischwelR, u quaint old Herman town, is pointed out the build-- I
bukeshop where
IK
Till F;ulensple(jel, famous as u Jester
In the fourteenth century, worked us u
boy. Many who huve listened to Un
llll
musical composition,
Merry I'riinks," wlch enshrines Ills mime, have never nssoclat-ethis with the merry baker boy of
Ho Is credited with
llraunschwelu.
IiiivIiik made many little gingerbread
owls mid monkeys, which he
away to children. The shop nt No.
11
Itnckerlint still does u thriving
business or did prior to war times.
still used as

II
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Liquor and Drug Addictions

cured by I icimtitic couree of medication.
he only place in Colorado where tht
Cienuine Keeley Keinediea aie adminiitereo.
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HEAL YOUR SKIN TROUBLES
With Cutlcura, the Quick, Sure and
Easy Way. Trial Free
Bathe with Cutlcura Soap, dry and
apply the Ointment. They stop Itch
ing instantly, clear away pimples,
blackheads, redness and roughness, remove dandruff and scalp Irritation,
beal red, rough and sore hands a.
well as most baby skin troubles.
Kree sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Ix pL I
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adr.
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II. Kiibn, who has given his
In KnKlanil us n home for blind

soldiers, was talking iibout the horrors
of war.
"The other day," he said, "two men
on n llobokeii pier siiw a huge curgo
of wooden legs being loaded on a
steamer for shipment to Kurope.
" 'Those wooden legs,' said the first
man, 'lire a mighty eloquent argument against war, are they not?'
"Yes,' the other limn agreed;
'they're what you might cull stump
speeches.' "
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
tho nigfci wuh his stentorian voice as once as she uegen, almost Impercep shifted gently until the? stood, back
be railed upon Sandry's name. From tlbly, to back out from the shore. The ground for the pallid girl in the rough
time to time be listened. Tben be ends of the chains were hauled up western garb. Miss Ordway smiled
lighted
torch and widened bis circle, slipped forward and fastened securely though a hard brilliance came Into her
peering Into every covert of fern, be- after the logs bad been coaxed to- face.
hind every log, and even searching the gether as much as was possible with
"Perhaps," she said. "He has kissed
branches of the trees. He bad seen rope and peavey and cant hook.
many. It Is the way of the outside
"By jingo!" said Daily, "but that world."
the pines bear ghastly fruit
time or
Medicine Which Made Surtwo when
blast of giant powder bad was a blast. The
must
She turned to the physician.
geon's Work Unnecessary.
gone wrong.
have hnd a wagon-loaAn1
o' sticks.
"Wtn do you think be will recover
After a long time he straightened
it was a plant,' all right. Must've had consclfusness ?"
Astoria, N. Y.
"For two years I
some batt'ries an' a trigger wire. But
and bis muddy face was blanched
Her ?ool voice terminated the scene. was feeling; ill and took all kinds of
"Done for!" be said aloud to the he bnin't smart enough to figgor out She was
g
-1 was
tonics,
mistress of the hour.
dusk of the forest, bitterly. "Down an such things. Twa'n't th' right slant,
worse every day.
With
both
hands
extended
before
done for an' him so damned good for or she'd a hit us amidships an' opened
I had chills, my head
her Sllett went blindly out into the
would ache. 1 was
an Easterner!"
us up proper an' we'd
to sea sunlight. She stood a moment,
her
always tired. I could
But even as he spoke a cry sounded In pieces "
COPYRCMT OY POOD. HAD AND COflPAtlY
coming and going in great
breath
not walk straight
The hours of the flood tide were Irk gasps,
from the water far ahead another an
because of the pain
like that of a doe mortally
some
him,
to
waiting,
wondering
how
swered,
as
the
SYNOPSIS
pole an' Klamath Sam walkln' th
another and another,
in myback and I hod
wounded, and In her eyes was no light
heIt
fared
Sandry
swinging
with
Siletz
drew In to each other some
pains in my stomshores fer five days an' they're the
Like the wounded doe, she fled to
where out In the dim moon wash, and
Bnts of Daily's lumber camp dlrerta two worst
ach. I went to a
Coosnah
the hills for sanctuary.
i MruiiKBr lo tho camp. Waller Sundry Hampden Siwashes on th' reservation
doctor and he said I
knows they're workin' fer he knew they had found him.
Introduces himself to Jnhn Dully, foreswung
pace
behind
and
his
her;
into
must go under an
man, hh "the Dllllngworth Lumber Co., S'lett, an' that when 1 said shoot or
So tbey bad a limp body lying bent
presently, after an hour's climb, they
or moat of II." Ho mukei acquaintance
operation, but I did
back
log,
floating
a
pearl
across
the
they'd
cut
shoot
or
cut
ef it took four
with the ramp and the work. He gives
reached the great fir stump on the
not go. I read in
buttons nn its breast shining and Its
Hllets permission lo ride Hluck Uolt, hi
years an' a dark night to do It."
the Daner about
crest of the ridge. Here the girl flung
saddle hnrae. In an emergency he provea
dabbling
hair
In
Tbey
water.
the
That
day
first
to the foreman
drifted by very swift
that he doee not lark
herself on her knees, gripping ber Lvdla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
Judgment. HI let m tella him of the Preachly. soft and sunny between showers. pushed the log with its burden In to
told my husband about it I
braids In savage fingers, and for a wild pound and
er. He discovers that 81 let bears the
said 'I know nothing- will help me but I
sign of the Hllets tribe of Indiana and and by four o'clock the ebb of the tide, shore and big John Dally, wading out,
space
something
her
within
she
that
will try this.' I found myself improvwonders what her surname la. In the grown slower and slower, bad ceased picked up bis employer as a mother
had never known In all ber life arose ing from the very first bottle, and in two
tender moment he mils her
lifts a child, carried him back up tho
aH?n.P'
gone
the Night Wln.l In the Fines." and kisses altogether. Dally and the rest tied up
She
had
back
and shook her.
weeks time I was able to sit down and
her. l'oppy Ordway, a muxaslne writer the raft, bead and tall on both sides, bank and bent to listen for life in the
d,
thousand years. Blind rage was upon eat a hearty breakfast with my
rrom New York, comes to Daily's to get
still breast. It was there. The timberusing
heavy
ropes
to
chains,
and
steel
which I had notdone for two years.
material for
hor she wanted to fight as the pre
romance of the lumber
region.
Hampden of the Yellow Pines which they gave plenty of slack. Tbey man ran a great hand, experienced and
in
of
now
am
health
I
best
the
and
historic female fought for her mate.
M. wants Sundry to keep off a tract of cooked suppor ashore
Mrs.
and Sandry gontle, over the sprawling arms.
stumpage he claims title to and Handry
So she knelt and rocked In the lust did not have the602operation."
Busted!" he said bitterly, "legs too!
Flushing Avenue.
John A. Koenio,
thinks he has bought as the Kust Belt. thought he had never tasted better
fury
clouds
while
the
sailed
little
of
Hampden seta up a cabin on the East fare.
Astoria, N. Y.
Afterward they lay about the Hes crumpled like a broken tule! If
In an azure sky and the hill streams
Belt and warns trespnaaers
Rnndry
Jt.very one dreads the surgeon's knife
I don't take this out of Hampden. I
can find no written evidence off.of title
to fire all together, smoking, and only
valleys,
suddenly
and
to
trickled
the
and the operating- - table. Sometimes
the tract. Hla men pull down the cabin. the silence of the Siletx marked the bope I'll burn In bell!"
elBe will do : but manv times
top
high
dropped
pine
in
a
a
nothinir
a
compare
bird
y
IJnndry
Blleta and Poppy.
He gathered the scattered blankets
and Hampden's men fight over the line of color. Triumph filled the heart
string of notes, clear, silvery, spar doctors say they are necessary when
disputed tract.
The Preacher stops the of the young financier and his last from bush and tree branch and laid
kling, for all the world like tho dia they are not Letter after letter comes
"""dry Inds that the deed to the
to the Pinkham Laboratory, telling how
r.aat -has never been recorded. He drowsy thoughts were of the steamer the Easterner upon them. Then this
notes of a flute and instantly she operations
mond
simple
were advised and were not
son of the big country went off
"t his contract first and that was even now plowing down from
2k.
covering
eyes
them,
ngnt ror the stumpage
under
cowered
ber
Poppy
performed; or.if performed, did no good,
afterward.
acenta trickery nnd lllrls with llumpilen Portland to meet them, the huge check by himself into the shadows to think.
In instinctive guilt.
Vegetable Com
but
E.Pinkham's
What should he do?
confidence. 8he tells Bandrv that would follow bis delivery of the
J? "alp
(TO BB CONTINtJKD.)
pound was used and good health followed,
Here
was
employer,
his
East
this
logs
how
he
him.
a
would
lift
certain
Poppy goes to Balem In aeaich
jet
wont advlon wrlt rn
If von
Sii e.v"";n- - agalnal llnmpden. Hnndry and mortgage of tho load that hung upon erner who was going through the orRILEY HAD TO WRITE JINGLES J.ydla
fillets ride to the seimhnre and Hllets sees
10. lMnklmm Medicine Co.
Dllllngworth,
the
,or ,h" nrH "me. Himdry s
Its greatest menace deal by fire to win his right to live
r.Vr
(confidential), Lynn, Mass.
and fight in the wild land, and he was
desert him for Hiimpilen. who has In point of time.
Former 8choo' Teacher Recalls Days
frli'm.1 .m,,rS, ""'
"''els es to her
He waked to see the heavy chains all but worsted, down and out. Hla
Hlwuslms and perxuades them
When the Loved Poet Was
(12
f,,,rHl'n lry to save his contract. druwn taut, to hear the mass of tim- life was not worth a copper that coin
Her Pupil.
that she hus proof of
nJtr.l.M " bandrv
,llln" l"ts entries In collu- bers creaking and grumbling as It of which the large West takes no no
sion with the cummlsaloner.
strained upstream, and knew that the ticeand for on the shores of the
"Jingles" and not regular studies oc
'('Vs.
titlo was in. The Slwash cook waked other ocean was that old father of
cupied the school hours of James
CHAPTER XV Continued.
the men by moonlight for breakfast. whom he had told Dally in the nulct
No, by Heaven, He'd Want Her to Wbitcomh Riley, the noted lloosler
They must be ready to take advantage talks at night. It would take nuick
Go Through."
"Why why." stammered Sllotl. ")
poet, according to Mrs. "Tlbhy" CI- work to get Sandry to a doctor and
of
the
first
motion
toward
sea.
the
hardly know.
roy, seventy-threyears old, of Athens,
Yet there 1b some- FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
twecn
Tho casting loose, the slow start, word should be sent East at once
Indians,
thinking
and
bit
the
thing."
Dissolved in water for douches stops
On the other hand, If Sandry should torly of Hnmpdcn, who was proving Tenn., who is visiting with Mrs. S A
the moving of the night shores SanShe fell silent t momont, standing dry
Rice of Covington, Ky., the Cincinnati
Dalvie catarrh, ulceration and inflam
wished Miss Ordway might see live and the contract had been lost his himself a dangerous enemy.
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Commercial-Tribunbeside him.
states.
But he thought also of the stenmer
it It might be a bit of local color in fight would be over. Those mort
Med. Co. for tea years.
Pinkham
,
"The winds of Rod aro heavy on tny the mysterious hook
year
when I tuught
she was writing gages of which he had spoken vaguely plowing down from Portland, which In "In thesubscription
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh.
(Jrcen-llold- ,
aoul. Sandry." she said at Inst,
school
at
the
In the little south room. Ills mind would be foreclosed and the Dllllng- would stand In at Yaquiua, and he
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Ind., Kiley was one of m pupils,
"and they tell me that you went over (hut little room. He saw worth would become a thing of the knew he would be ready to turn over
Hu ilrafmJiMir rlflutins And swmicicJ.I power.
Ssaiala Fr. 50c all druma, or poalmid b,
are and. What can I do oh, what can the
although
good
was
a
and.
he
student.
with the ancient lllble. He past, the East Belt go by the board and the raft In spite of all.
stand
I do to help?"
shuddered a bit with the night chill Hampden would be supreme in the
Be a damn hard mutter to tow by he never carried off the honors of ills
Thore was In her voice the simple as he saw again the words,
"Ob. Ab- hills.
that bead." he told himself; "guesB class.
Dutch Establish New Mark.
cry of a sympathy so IntonBe that It
"His chief delight was to hide besalom! My son, my son!"
No, by heaven, he'd want her to go we can drift her out an' turn her tall
IkI'lie
Inland hike of
was anguish, and Hai dry's lips tighthind somo other pupil and compose 'l.ri,IMHI ili'iiliuiue nt
Thoso were the last words that the through dead or alive, an' I'll see her on."
neres
formed
north of Anoder- ened In tho darkness.
'Jingles,'
as
them,
when
he
and
called
mind of the Kuxterner were to know there!" was Daily's ultimatum as he
Then he fell to wondering If San'
.liinii- For a heady moment he could scarce for many days. Tho noHe of the raft rose from the log In the pink Hare of dry would ever know of the big check, caught In the act always expluined liim liy the disastrous Hoods of
II ry lust lias been completed, wive
fur
reBlst the bidding of tho lawless thrill where he wub standing suddenly rose sunrise, and could he have known all or If it would travel east with him to that he hud to write, as the verses
me or two of the deeper "polders"
that sho was ever capable of sending under him like a thing of life. The that Sunt! 17 would lose with that con the old ninn In the wheeled chair on were always going through his mind.
r liiisins In tin- - area In iicxiinn. The
through him, to take her into his arms night opened, flame shot upward from tract and the DUllngworih his
"Composition came natural to him (Mist
hatred Riverside drivo mute evidence of the
ruction mill liislallalloi. of the
ne nun none (hat day when she the dark waters, immeasurable sound of Hampden would have been deeper tenderfoot's first and last fight!
and he would stop in the midst of a ,'ianl
pumping plant on the restored
beheld tho sea. Hut a tardy thought stnoto his eardrums to silence, pain still, for Sandry was his friend.
task to Jot down somo little verse. Zilnler Zee
dikes wns carried out In
of Miss Ord way shut his hands upon that was unendurable stretched and
When he wns about eighteen years old our weeks,
He went back to the huddled Indians
CHAPTER XVII.
ntnl the actual pumping
themselves and steadied his voice
he ran away with a traveling medicine
He sailed away into and the silent figure on its blankets.
tore bis limbs.
ioli another four, so Hint the proMcm
Me put his hnnds upon nor shoul- night and the world was not.
fences,
signs
painted
on
show
and
later
A
"Mcmmlloo," he said decisively,
Hard Knock.
i( removing someHiing like '.MKI.ikki.ikhi
ders and turned her round.
When the thing was over John Dully
It was a sweot spring day, blue- but would stop work suddenly to utile meters of water was dealt with
make quick a pole sling. Yoe an'
by
sprawl
roadgrass
on
"Oo back to Ma Dully, cild," he picked himself up from where he had big Bill an' Multoowah an' Jim .
out
,
the
tbe
with a riot of
arched end
n n matter of two months only. So
said, but his volco had fallen to a been blown clear of the raft and the
will take Sandry back to camp. bird songs In the pines when the little side and Jingle."
fur ns Inncli engineers are aware, this
whispor, a whiHper thn rns a caress water, landing in a tangle of blueberry Go first to Toledo an' get Doc Hooker cavalcade bore Walter Sandry up the
Mrs. I'lrey attended the celebration
l
s nn
feat in any other conn- laden as heavily with wistful sadness vines, and screntned a curse at the
In honor of the poet which was recent
have rim do what he can there an' vivid valley.
ry la the world. The ndviinee made
as a whlBper might bo. "and don't fret serene heavens.
ly
held In Indianapolis and she and hor y modern uyilroi.'rniliie eiiirlneerlng
go aloim to camp. Tell him to stay
Tbey took him up tho slope and
I am all right."
"Oh, God damn his soul to hell!" be with Sandry day an' night till I get Into the office and held him while SI former pupil spent Beveral hours to
tuny be gathered from the fact that lifWithout a word, obedient to him as cried, half after the manner of a bark. Hurry now."
letz flew to the bouse for many more gether recalling the old schoolduys.
IS'..", the
ter the Hoods of
the primal woman ever Is to ninn. pruyer; "ho's blowed her up at last!"
Wit boat a word, the four Indians blankets to pile high on the spring
Irtiliilng took iinlll July. Itt'-'lusting
In the awful silence that fell In the ploXed out by name set about their rot, and presently they laid him, a
SlleU went away In the night toward
Canada's Giant Trees.
thus a period of 17 mouths.
.
first moments there set up a great appointed task. In less time than a sadly broken thing, upon It. The color
the
Doug
long
"spar"
of
Tho
As she passed up the path she al- groaning of the timbers. The wrecked white man would take to begin they had drained from the dark face of the las fir, a gift from British Columbia,
Modest Girl.
prow
opened
of
and
raft
slewed
the
Bapllngs
along
most brushed the garments of l'oppy
blankets' girl, and her hands, shut bard, hung which Is to be erected as a flagntaff
had laid clean
He
what do you want for your
Ordway, standing In rigid silence, her to Hie right. Jammed into the shore, edges warped a short spreader at top tensely Ir. the folds of hor skirt as a in Kew (Inrdens. In Knglnnd. is tvpi
hands shut In tho foldB of her gown, end was holding the rest, while the and bottom to hold the poles the width silence fell with the easing of the man cnl c.f hundreds of similar pieces of ilrlhiln.vV
Shi' lteiilly. don't want iinythlntf.
her roso lips ashen, hor eyes strained strong tide urged It hnrd upon Itself. of a man's shoulders apart, and the upon the bed.
timber which grow in the forests of
I
Above It Dnlly lifted his voice and sling was ready.
know you'll Imy me Hoiiieililng
hoarsely; "doc- western Cnnndo.
wide.
Kew Hardens lint
she
said
The
"Doctor"
called his Indians, nnd there was an'errllily nice nni! expensive and new,
Dally grimly, "travel tor " and could get no further.
"Now,"
said
ow
wns
flagstaff,
which
down
taken
"Tool! Pool!
Fool!" the woman guish In his heart.
like hell, boys, but carry him soft, for
The doctor had known her for the ing to its insecure condition In Decem you're such n dear, reckless boy.
was thinking in a rage of passion
"Knottnh! Sminilshta! Mcmmlloo!" he's broke like the ferns when a pine several years he had been In the coun- ber, 19 l.'l. and which was HiO
"Why didn't I suspect? She Is some
leet I'rllieeton Tiger.
From here and there voices an falls."
try and he studied ber face a moment In length, also came from British
thing to him Bhe has her charm
some far. some near, and presTenderly they lifted the owner of before answering.
Bloodless Battle.
Thero Is (Iiiiikct In her to me oh swored.
Columbia nnd carried the flag In Kew
ently figures crept fearfully into the the Dllllngworth and laid him in the
"Close call, S'letz," he said gently; Onrdens for over half a century
"A solilicr home from the wars, you
It
Sandry, you stupid, simple heart!'
moonlight from tho matted ferns, gath hollow of the blankets.
"
"maybe he'll live maybe not
?"
For l'oppy Ordway hnd heard the ca
was presented to the gardens by the
ering about the foreman.
His foreman cast one look at him as
For a moment Bhe swayed upon her late Mr. K. Stamp and was brought
resa of that lowered voice. The new
"Thiil'si l he mini."
dragged
nn Injured ankle, the Indians swung away on the back feet, flinging
one
Here
her hands across her to Knglnnd by n sailing ship, via
puHBlnn In her took fright, and a furi"Has he been llghlim.- - In Mtirojie'"
In Europe
ous, choking rngo sent the blood hot nnother stanched the blood from a trail and turned his face to the eyes, while her breath came In catch- Cape Horn. In IStll. When It was de
"I'eiir me. no!
problem
He
jammed
the
studied
raft.
ing gasps.
upon her heart.
elded to tnke it down two years ago Is Ihe wildest folly, lie's I ;i leidfrom all sides. Then he took his re
i
"But God sits above the sea!" she It occupied a big staff of workmen n.r n vice iiim In a
c'tv"
Tho noxt morning he found upon IiIb
maining Indians, for none of them cried at last, tragically. "Oh. Father. over a fortnight In rigging up the
window lodge a handful of fern and a
,
Blinking-upbeyond
were
work
from
their
spare
Is
an
him,
he
for
unbeliever!"
gear
lownecessary
derricks and
spray of tiny, yellow, waxllko flowers
fur
got off the mooring chains and
At this teiiBe moment Poppy
ering it to the ground. Tall Mall
that were beginning to bIiow where
snubbed
shore
motiHtor
to
the
the
had
wntchlng
been
who
from the
the little streams tore down the mounpines fore and aft. Then he calmly background with parted lips and kintains, lining their rocky beds.
He
prepared
to
turn
tide.
the
of
wait
the
eyes,
stepped forward.
dling
took them In and put them away In a
Wild Things a Pest In France.
Sho would looso herself.
"Doctor Mrs. Dally," she said,
drawer among his papers, silent voice
The prohibition Imposed by the
The dumage al the prow was slight. "this terrible thing forces mo to speak French government upon hunting has
of a sympathy that was as delicate as
The lift had come a moment too soon of something which I and Walter caused wild animals and birds to mulIt was strong.
one is either with the winners
to hurt the big raft much. Several of also hnd not Intended to make known tiply so rapidly during this summer
That morning when Poppy Ordway
or with the losers.
I am Mr. Sandry's
binding
present.
promtho
at
at
extreme
chains
the
In
encountered Slleti the bright smile
that crops in the fields and orchards
I
will
as
wife
ised
and
such
loosenbroken,
head
of
her
bad
been
take
she gave hor covered a sudden hatred
and gardens In various forest regions
ing the ends of the logs which slid charge of blra."
It's largely a question of
have been ravaged. The menace has
that had sprung, full grown, from a
All
woman
life
had
this
apart,
her
downward
taken
and
giving
her
the
right eating right food. For
man's low whisper; and the bad times
become so serious that the govern
chances, sharp chances, fraught with ment authorities are now killing rab
appearance of a ragged broom.
that followed for the girl had their
sound health one must cut out
Snamishta, like all the coast Indl swift danger and trying to nerve and bits, hares, pheasants and other ani
inception then.
indigestible foods and
rich,
skill,
never
but
a
done
had
she
harder
He ofbus, was a good waterman.
mals and birds which have fed upon
choose those that are known
fered to dive for the broken chains thing than to face this little group of the growing crops. The kl'llng is done
CHAPTER XVI.
to contain the elements that
and Dally let hi in go. In three hours Westerners whose Instinct matched on specified days by those in the comhe had found all the ends, fastened her art.
build sturdy bodies and keen
munes who have proper authorization.
Big
The
Raft
thunder-strickeThey
In
upon
turned
her
to them hauling lines, which the others
brains.
Tbe huntsmen act collectively, no indiOn the fourteenth of March the
silence the doctor with a vidual sportsman being allowed to go
used to bring them up, tho breakage
wheezy tug pulled the great, brown
was repaired, and Daily was ready to clean amaze, the Indians In stoical out for game. Guns are not used In
monster that meant so
mend the brokon nose as well as he quiet. Ma Daily with an astonishment the work except under the supervision
much to Sandry and the fortunes of
could. He needed to circle the loos- that was only the forerunner of antag- of gendarmes, and then only when oththe Dllllngworth from its moorings
But of them all It er means of disposing of the game,
ened logs with the chains again, and onistic reaction.
out to the narrow, deep nock of the
Back to Ma Dally Child."
be went about It In a simple manner. was the face of Siletz, fallen upon her such as traps and ferrets, are not avail
bay that would tako it to the sea.
There was no getting under the raft knees beside the cot, that shook the able. Wherever possible, the game Is
Bandry for the first time In his life ragged scalp with his hands, and there
taken alive, and transferred to other
is a wonderfully balanced
felt the slow, sliding motion as the one waverea drunkenly from the fall from the front because ot the Jam heart In her, chilled hor bold spirit.
It lifted itself, panting, white and parts of the country for restocking
great oval floor responded to the he had got, but all eight accounted for against the shore, even If Snamishta
food, made from whole wheat
could have managed the tide and en- awful, Its lips where the broken Sign purposes.
them selves.
screeching tug and the ebb tide.
and barley. It contains all the
"Hoys." said Dally tensely, "all who dured the time under water. There- mood plainly out, fallen apart and col
On board with Sandry were Daily
nutriment of the grain, includeyes
upon
orless.
dark
to
Tbe
Chance
ber
stared
Think.
!
It
get
must
be
done
fore
can
from
swim
water
Into
eight
othor
Indians,
the
all
the
and
armed and wait
ing the mineral phosphates,
with an uncomprehending horror that
"Miss (ladders talks so much and so
Ing for anything that might develop. Sandry was standln' alone at her lose. end.
indispensable in Nature's plan
fast thai It Is impossible to get In a
So Daily laid the chains across the Irritated her.
But Hampden had no notion of meet- It's a hundred to one he's done for!"
"I know something of nurulng and word."
No one asked a question, the Indians spreading nose, attached a long tow
ing John Dally in bis present mood
for body and brain rebuilding.
"
"Yes, but I find her conversation a
and It seemed as If all was to go accepting with their pathetic fatalism line to the shore ends and dropped we'll do out best
great
holp
to
me
at times." said ProBut here Siletz sprang up to her
smoothly. As the raft drew majes- this disaster which would have set the them into the water. The line was
Grape-Nut- s
is a concenthen led to the stern, under the moor slim height and ber voice smote tbe fessor Diggers, who la compelled to
tically abreast of the mill at Toledo tongues of white men flying.
trated food, easy to digest.
8llently the five who were unharmed Ing chains, around and forward to the hushed room like the snapping of a leave his study occasionally to fulfill
the Yellow Pines owner was conspicuIt is economical, has delirious
taut wire.
his social obligations.
ous on the dock, though he did not ap- except for bruises slipped Into the prow.
flavor, comes ready to eat,
He then lay down for a needed rest
"Impossible!"
"No!" she cried In anguished
pear to see anything beyond the pile heavily running tidewater and disap"No! He kissed me and I am
"Nevertheless It Is quite true When
and has helped thousands in
of raw, bright lumber be was marking. peared amid the flotsam and Jetsam of until the sucking green wnter grew
sardonic grin. the long bay which traveled always slower and slower and finally stopped his woman!"
she talks I'm able to concentrate my
His florid face wore
the winning class.
altogether.
Tbey faced each othor across the mind on matters that demand my un"John," said Sandry, "it's a wonder aimlessly back and forth.
grew
insidious
first
With
volgroaning
In
the
of
man,
the
form
I
The
movement of unconncious
raft
of the
tlampden didn't do something surer to
these divided attention, whereas If were In
few minutes, then subsided the flood tide the groaning and creak- two women from the ends of the earth, the society of a less voluble person I
a
hinder us Jam the bay with logs or ume for
up
again
throughout
ing
Dally
set
on the
the giant. and war raised Its banner between might, now and then, have to make
as It locked and settled.
tie us up some way.
'
was
on
Oiling
and the 'oreman
bis feet at them
Unnoticed, the four Indians some sort of rply.
"Might oul
I've bsd John Teeter shore began threshing the terns.
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J. W. Mabry is dangerously ill
at his home on East Grand Ave.

Local and Personal

and the cowboys' reunion at Las

C

Mn. Franklin has opened up
a dress making parlor in the rear

Vega.

Mr. and Mrs. Erie E. Forbes of Miss Daisy Rainbolt'

are entertaining Mrs. Forbes' nery store.
parents Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
FOR

RENT--Furnishe-

Haspler of Abilene, Texas.

OURTEOUS

On August 17 at 7 P. M. The Clovis News will
Give Away, Absolutely Free, One Piano, a
Bracelet Gold Watch, a Scholarship in the
Draughn Business College of Amarillo, Tex.
a nice lot of cash, and perhaps other prizes.
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PRIZES GIVEN AWAY IN
THE NEWS CAMPAIGN ! !

WHOSE ASSETTS?

Mrs. J. K. Mateer, of Lucien.
is the guest of her
Oklahoma,
County
A. L. Await,
clerk.
daughter
Mrs.
Jarces Der.ni9.fl .'.
fishing
a
trip
from
bas returned
--

Modern.
106 South Rencher.
John H. Barry and Mr. and Second house south of Grand
July 21 St p
Mrs. Dalton Reed drove up to Ave.

N OTABLE

A CCESSIBLE
Barry's cattle ranch fifty
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Shipley will
T ALENTED
miles West of Clovis last Sunday leave for an outing in Colorado
enjoyable
time.
an
and had
I NTELLIGENT
about August first instead of the
0 RDERLY
Mrs. Walter B. Cramer and 20th of this month as they had
N 0TEW0RTHY
daughter have returned to their planned.
A CCOMMODATING
home in Clovis after several
E. M. Johnson, district man
weeks visit with relatives in ager of the Chalmers Motor
L EGITIMATE
Wellington, Kansas.
Company with headquarters in
week
B ANKING
S. D. Lawrence has returned Denver, was here this
t
calling
on
the
A
LL
to Clovis after a two months'
Co.,
local
Auto
distributors.
MisOW
through
N
Louisiana and
trip
A. J. Whiting, son and
souri. He spent most of the
K NOW
have returned from an en
time in Kansas City.
joyable trip to the mountains in
J. C. Nelson, of the Clovis the vicinity of Las Vegas where
"THE BANK THAT ACCOM0DAT3S'
National Bank, and family have delightful
a
time was spent in
returned from Mangum, Okla- camping
and recreation.
SECURITY
SERVICE homa after a visit of several
SAFETY
Vernon
Mrs.
Miller
Mr.
and
weeks with relatives.
left Tuesday for Albuquerque to
Milton Reese and family have
nihke it their future home, where
returned from a visit to Pecos, he will engage in the produce
Local Raidroad News
For Rent. Will build to suit
Texas. Being unable to find a business. Mrs. Miller was fororigi
78.
block
10.
on
lot
tenant
Train loads of empty coachps
residence here they had to go to merly Miss
Elma Forbes.
nal Clovis. Main St. For par and Pullmans which were used
Farwell to get one.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Martin ticulars address Miss Belle Een- - in transporting the National
Harry L. Patton was in Albuhave moved into their new home nett, Harmon, Oklahoma.
Guard to the border are going
querque this week on private
on North Mitchel Street in the J
through Clovis almost daily,
business and arranged for his
Liebtlt addition. They have
Miss Norma Baker, sister of bound for points in the East.
son Perkins Patton to enter the
one of the prettiest bungalows C. C. and H. E. Baker, of Arka
The apprentice shop is comUniversity of New Mexico.
Mr. Martin has delphia, Arkansas has come to
in Clovis.
pleted,
the boiler house and black
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Young, of charge of the store house of the
Clovis to make this her home. smith shop is nearing completion.
Canadian, Texas, are the guests Santa Fe shops.
Miss Baker is a talented young The roof is being put on this
of Mr. and Mrs. Erie E. Forbes.
Mayor Childers and J. V. Rice lady, being well known in Ar week.
Mrs. Young is Mrs. Forbes'
have returned to the city after kansas musical circles, and is a
Supt. F. J. Evans of the Santa
sister.
attending the cowboys reunion graduate of a large Conservatoiy
Fe
was out on a tour of inspecShe
P. P. L. McLauren, state agent at Las Vegas and making a trip of Music at Arkadelphia.
tion
this week taking in Belen,
is
for the New Your Life Insurance through the mountains to Taos will teach music in Clovis and
Company with headquarters in in the Northwestern part of the at present organizing a piano Carlsbad and other points on the
line.
Albuquerque, was in Clovis again state. They report a fine time. olass, and is meeting with
F. C. Wetmore. Chief Disthis week looking after the inBillie Buchanan of Portales
patcher of the Santa Fe is off on
terests of his company.
was a Cltvis visitor this week.
a month's vacation in Oklahoma
Charles Scheurich took a trip He was formerly in the hardMerry Birthday Party
and Minncsoia. His family is
Tuesday to a point 16 miles ware business here, but has reOn Tuesday the 18th, a merry with him.
North of the city and reports cently been engaged in the
company of Clovis people met at
that that section of the county farming business in the valley, the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. A. E. Babcock of Dodge City,
Iowa is a new operator at the
received some good showers and. will now take an extended
Walker, the occasion being the Santa Fe.
Monday afternoon and night.
vacation.
birthday of the host and the well
C. W, Leeper, telegraph oper
A. S. Fuqua, Cashier ef the
Hoosier Kitchen known evangelist, Arthur W.
For Sale
ator, who left Clovis recently is
Clovis National Bank, left Mon Cabinet, refrigerator, china clos- Jones.
day for Amarillo to spend his et and other articles, practically
Tne home was beautifully dec working in Dillon, Montana on
vacation among relatives. Mr, new.
Bargain for immediate orated with flowers, pink and the Oregon short line.
Fuqua is related to W. H. Fuqua sale. Phone 56 or call at Reeves white predominating. But the
B. W. Copelin has left Clovis
the big Panhandle capitalist and Grocery, W. Grand.
most beautiful and of most in- and has accepted a position as
banker.
dining cable operator in Western Canada on
Mrs. J. B. Westerfield was terest to all. was the
immense the Canadian Pacific.
two
were
on
which
Miss Daisy Rainbolt the well operated upon for appendicitis
displaying
the
birthday
cakes
Lee Armstrong of Vaughn is
known milliner will leave Clovis la3t Friday in Amarillo, and her
July 29 to visit the Eastern mar many friends will be glad to number of candles to which each the new PintaFeyard master
in Clovis, Living taken the place
kets. She will spend most of learn that she is getting along honored guest was entitled.
Those partaking af the bounti- of S. S. Slaight, who has bten
her time in Chicago and St. nicely. Dr. Haney witnessed
Louis. Miss Rainbolt will put in the operation. Dr. Westerfield ful dinner were Mt6srs Arthur called to New York owing to the
a ladies ready to wear depart returned the early part of the VV. Jones, J. K. Walker, Omar serious illness of his mother.
ment, in addition to a large week after spending several S. Jones, T. E. Rein", C. W.
A train load of California
Lambert and Roy ..icMillen; cantaloupes consisting of 35 cars
millinery stock.
days at his wife's bedside.
Mesdames Walker, F. J. Evans, passed through Clovis Monday
McMillen and Carl enroute to Chicago, St Louis and
Lambert,
Lambert.
Kansas City.
Lute in the afternoon Mrs.
Engineers have made the surWalker motored the bunch to
vey for the new passenger track
Farwell, Texas, where Messrs.
at tho Santa Fe station and work
Arthur W. and Omar S. Jones of construction is now under
It is with pleasure that we announce that E. H. Calhoun are holding a revival meeting.
way. This will make the fourth
has located in Clovis and will be the District Manager
track in front of the station. It
for the Praetorians.
was badly needed. The increasChristian Church
ing
traffic made the new track
Clovis Council in Fine Condition
July 23rd
necessary.
The shortage of
The subject of the morning
Clovis has a splendid membership and with the co oper-a- l
has been causing delays
tracks
"The Lord recently in
ion of all members of Clovis Council the membership
sermon will be:
the movement of
thinketh upon me."
should be doubled in the next six months.
trains.
The evening subject will be:
Wemen Admitted.
Passenger traffic or all lines of
"What is expected of one who
Santa Fe centering Clovis is
the
Women are admitted in The Praetorians on the same
den res to Jecome a member of
now than it has been in
heavier
rate basis as men. All meet in the same lodge room.
of tne Cliriitian Church?"
long
a
Business has been
time.
This makes a splendid social feature,
There will be special music at
up during the
picking
gradually
belli .services. Everyane is
Accident Benefits.
year. The big station prepast
indued.
.
Every policy The Praetorians write has accident
('. W. Lamboi t, Minister. sents a busy apprearance during
the early arrival and departure
This feature goes with every policy without extra
of trains.
cost.
and Stockmen.

Mr.

'

Miller-Luikar-

-

Cabiaet Grand Piano
THE PIANO a $400.00 Cable-Nelso- n
has been purchased of the Croft Music Co. of Clevis and is on
display now at their music store, West Grand Avenue. Call
and see it and ask the Crofts about it.
THE GOLD WATCH has been purchased of the Denhof
Jewelry Company and is on display at their store on South
Main street. Call and see it and let Mr. Denhof tell you about
it.
THE SCHOLARSHIP is in our possession and the fact
that it is from the Draughn Business College is sufficient
guarantee that there is none better.
The piano will be awarded the young lady who gets the
greatest number of subscriptions, new or renewals, to THE
CLOVIS NEWS by 7 p. m. August 17.
The one who gets the second largest number of subscriptions will have choice between the gold watch and the scholarship. The other prizes and cash will be awarded in regular
order of the standing of the contestants.
This is a rare opportunity for the young ladies of Clovis
and this seition to win a valuable prize or make some mighty
good money in about 30 days.
Fill out the nomination blank below, get busy AT ONCE!
Any young lady in Clovis and this section is eligible. Phone
97 or call for the Campaign Manager at the News office if
more information is desired or if you want any help.

21-28- -c

NOMINATION
News Campaign Manager:

BLANK

I hereby nominate

Miss

candidate for first honors in your big subscription
campaign.

an a

Namk
Good for 1000 Votes.

The following coupon is good for 100 votes. Get just as
many of them as you can. They will go far in helping you to
win one of the big prize?. These coupons will appear in this
and next week's paper only. Watch for them. Call up your
neighbors and tell them to save the coupons for YOU.

COUPON
Say! Mr. 'Reader, I am good for 100 votes in the Clovis News Subscripiion Campaign. Clip me out and save
me for
Miss
This coupon mut be turned in not later than August 1st.

Many Clovis psople wore moon

gazing last Friday night when
the eclipse of the moon occurred
soon

after eight o'clock.

The

The Highway Garage of

Pcr-tale-

s

was recently incorporated.
It has a oapital stock of $10,000.
The incorporators are R. L.
Blandon, 49 shares; B. E. Jordan. 50 shares, and J. L. May
one share.

continued until
9:;0. The air was clar and it
was a perfect night for an eclipse.
The sun's shadow obscured about
of the old moon's face
Just received a shipment of
before the shadow started
the new cut glass.
Denhof Jewelry Co.
rubber-neckin-

two-third-

g

s

Special Notice !

MISS NORMA BAKER
Graduate

Conservatory

Henderson-Brow- n

Now organizing class in Piano.
Modern methods in teaching.

Phone

413

East Grand Ave.

"The Southwestern Socialist"

cor-disl'- .v

im-fita-

Tanners

Give Mr. Calhoun

an opportunity to explain our differ-

ent plans and special benefits to you.

J.

B. SAVAGE, State Mgr.
ROSWELL, N.

M-

.- REPRESENTING

The Praetorians

Let the

iN'ewF

prtut you some

Osborne and Wright have
msved into their new store room
formerly known as the old Busby
grocery building. The front of
the building has been remodeled
and many improvements made
on the interior. The new store
Remember the Chamber of presents a handsome appearance
Commerce meetings 1st and 3rd and is in keeping with the
Friday nights. Please attend.
methods used by this live
firm of lady merchant?.
tf

and envelopes, this
is cne of our fpcdaltics. The
st is small. Drop in and wie
us (he riftxt time yuu come to
town.
l?tti-heaJ- s

Home Office
Dallas, Texas

A SOCIALIST NEWSPAPER

to be

pub-

lished in Clovis, first issue WEDNESDAY.
AUGUST 16, 1916. National, State and
news. Get in while the campaign ia on.
Subscription price $1.00 per yar. Address

1

U-c- al

J. W. HUNTER,

te

Box 195.

Clovis, N.

M.

asa

&

&

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
Embalmers and Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

ii;

Phone

.

--V

U. U.

r.t
--

Clovis Phone 392.
-- WAREHOUSES
CLOVIS.

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetable?, Pish and Oysters in Season.

MELROSE.

PORTALES,

-

FAR 'V ELL.

Whitetower Lodge
W. 0. W. No. 36.

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Phone 29.
Prices. - - -

Meets every 2nd a 4th Tueesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

WALKER'S MARKET
J.

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C. C.

No.

R.

WALKER, Proprietor

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

770.

A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

Fish and Oysters,

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Kec
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
your
refunded"
"satisfaction guaranteed or

KODAKS.

-

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Clovis Council Praetorians

FOR HIDES

-

The Model Grocery

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.
W. H. Duckworth, E. R.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

Luke Morton,

Broom Corn Co.

A. L. Gurley

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Lem A. Wright, Secretary.

Next door to McFarlin's

PAID

W

1.

No. 1244

HOUK BROS. Props.

MARKET PRICE

m

No 31

Star Market
HIGHEST

w

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

Both Day and Night Phone

West Grand Avenue.

27.

.

Uovis Lodge

J. P. Dennv. N. G.

Manager Clovis Cemetery

Antlers Bldg.

Phone 32.

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

R. L. Pryor. W. M.

Undertaker & Embalmer
14.

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night
at Masonic Hall.

G. V. STEED
Phone

INSURANCE

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40

(JOHNSON BROS.)

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

The Curren Agency

money
TALKING MACHINES. INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

TAe

Telephone 58.

ffpxd&L Store

W. II. DUCKWORTH. Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

Dennis Brothers Fattening
Hogs far the Market
Two years ago a car load ship-

New Clovis Publication

ment of hogs from Clovis would
have been considered a novelty,
new it is a daily occurrence.
Curry County is rapidly coming
into her own as a hog country.
It is getting to be a big thing and
there is good money in it. The
animals are free from cholera
and do better here than in most
any other part of the country.
C. E. and James Dennis purchased a car of feeders at
about two weeks ago and
have taken them to their farm
seven miles Northeast of town
where they are being fattened
for the market. Fifteen bushels
of kaffir corn are being fed daily.
The hogs weigh from 50 to 110
pounds each. They are doing
nicely and will be ready to ship
inside of six? days.
Charles Morris and Bon Cates,
farmers residing Northwest of
the city recently received a shipment of blooded Poland-Chinhogs from Claude, Texas.
Ar-tes-

The Mutual Messenger is ti e
name of a new Clovis publication. It is a monthly, published
in the interest of the New Mexi
co Mutual Life and Aid Association. J. H. Shepard is editor
H. E.Baker is field editor and
C. C. Baker is the business manager. The paper is a six column
folio, is well edited and neatly
gotten up.

Did You Ever Stop to
Think How Much

You Owe to

Ci

Ear
Wheat in car lots
Wheat in wagon loads

1.(2
1.00

TRY

One hundred million people owe most of their comforts,
their luxuries, their degree of prosperity, and many of them even
their lives to advertising, and yet few of us even stop td think

it except

as. a necessary evil.
Thrimgh the publicity given a certain antitoxin, that, drend
disease, diphtheria, which used to mow down our children as a
reaper mows down grain, is hardly dangerous any more. We
never cut a finger or scratch a hand but what we go straight to a
bottle of advertised antiseptic. (And this has no relation to
patent medicines.)
When we rise in the morning we put on an advertised stocking that saves us hours of weary labor. We touch a match to an
miertised gas 8tovc. and save another half hour. We put on an
advertised toaster uud save our tempers and our digestion. We
dress in advertised clothes (advertised either by the maker or
the seller), and from then until the time we go to sleep again on
an advertised lied, wo are dealing with and living in touch with
publicity throughout the livelong day.
We use it as our guaranty of quality or price, or good faith
on the part of the seller. We act on it with full faith and we
accept it implicitly at all times. We sometimes doubt the absolute veracity of what it claims, but we never doubt the dead certainty of the man who signs his name to it, either to make good
what he claims or cheerfully to give us back our cash.
They say this is a day when no man can succeed without advertising, but it is even more than that. It is a day when no family
can succeed without reading the advertising.
If most people were as impervious to advertising as they think
hey are, they would be twenty-fiv- e
years behind the times in every-

of

so-call-

Let Us Do Your Job Work
Don't forget that the News is

equipped for all kind of job
printing. None t03 large or too
small
for us to handle. Phone
Complete stock of well supplies
97.
number
Barry Hardware Co.
a

LADIES
Meet Your Friends

at

Weatherby's Rest Room

thing they do.

The time has come when advertising has got to be treated as
news, read us news and acted upon as news.
who do not read advertising, like the people who
The
Jo not use advertising, are getting farther and farther behind
h the race every year.
e

See that new line of Variety
Goods

at right

prices!

j

Osteopathy is proving success
ful in Hay Fever,
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
tf

OU- R-

DU1N1U1N
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J

IT IS UNEXCELLED.

By J. R. HAMILTON
Former Advertising Manager of Wanamaker't, Philadelphia

)

COc.

"All that the name implies" The new place
with the First Class Furniture and Fixtures.

HUMt MAUL

Market Report
(CLOVIS MILL & ELEVATOR

The BONTON BAKERY J
. . . and Confectionery . . .

Advertising?

ia

Maize, Kaffir and Feterita in car
$1.05
lots
Maize, Kaffir and Feterita in
1.05
wagon loads
1 30
Shelled corn, per hundred

.

Cedar posts, as straight as a
gun bar-el- .
Alfal 'al.br. Co.
38-t- f

First Methodist Church

Building New Roads

July 23.
will be our
Sunday
This
Fourth Quarterly MeetinR occasion. Our presiding elder will
be with us and will preach for
us at both the morning and
the rourtn
evening hour.
Quarterly Conference will con
vene Sunday at 3 p. m. At this
time the officers for the next
ennference year will be elected.
A cordial invitation to all to
attend these services.
J. H. Messer, pastor.

The people of Roswell are raising a fund of $2,500 by popular
subscription to improve and
maintain the road across the
Mescalero sands East of Roswell. Work will start in a few
days on the road from Roswell
to Vaughn. This work i3 being
done out of the state road fund,
and the road is the main highway to the north. It connects
with Albuquerque and Santa Fe
and next to the east and west
road is the most used by'automo-bil- e
travel. The road across the
sands has been in bad shape
most of the summer because of
the drouth.

The Presbyterian Church
Our next Sabbath, July 23.
Rev. H. J. Cumpten of Hager-

-

man, New Mexico, will preach
Mortuary
in the Presbyterian church at
aged 48, an
Moberly,
John F.
11 a. m. and 8 p. m. A cordial
Fe died of
of
employ
Santa
the
li.vitniion is givsn to the public
Sunday
at
peritonitis
tt v ip." nt at theee services. Fe hospital in Clovis. theHeSanta
was
Jeiemia'i Moore. Pastor
the track foreman en steel conJ. L. Wright, of Harriett, struction work going on around
Texna near San Augtlo, was in Hereford and had been making
Clovis the first of the week mak- his headquarters in Friona. He
ing an inspection of the country. was brought to Clovis about the
He is figuring on buying a farm middle of last week. The reand locating in Curry County. mains were shipped Monday to
He states that he can buy just Olathe, Kansas by the Magic
as good land around here as in City Furniture and Undertaking
the San Angelo country for Company. A son of the deWhat ceased accompanied the body.
about half the money.
of
is
s
lot
country
needs
this
Empty Flour Sacks, 25ct." per
these slurry Toxaa fain ers to
46
Clovis Bakery.
dozen.
maks it blossom.
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"See that yon two

SCENE IN A NATIONAL GUARD CAMP

Jtec i tinder
Tbe old man grinned a yol
grin over hla shoulder at
the defenders.
Darkness fell over the llttls valley,
With the coming of tbe night the fears
of the little garrison increased.
"Just as like us not they'll try to
sneak up and set Are to the house,"
said Mr. Wilkes. "It's as dry as punk.
We'd better keep men watching all

cover."
d

K

night."
So the party was divided Into two
reliefs: Mr., Wilkea, Upton, and a

T

,
Mexican composed one; Kynaston,
v.
and Wilson the other. It was
;
the hours passed like
years. The night was so Btlll, and the
stillness so
that every
--,
i
,
k
r. V
'V
crackle In the brush, every call of a f
U?-.-- A
.night bird, every gurgle of the creek,
brought the defenders to their loop8YN0P8IS.
knew, but it was bard to accustom her- holes in anticipation of an attack. But
7
self to tbe idea of death and suffering the night passed without alarm,
though it was not until dim daylight
Automobile of Mlsa Dorothy I'pton and inflicted under her very eyes.
showed the column of smoke from the
friend, Mm. Kane, hreukn down at New
An
Kynaaoath
Upton
from
made
Mexk-jbonier patrol ramp, commanded
by Ui ulc'MHiit KynuHtnn. Tho two wnm-- n ton turn.
saw John Wilkes, the besiegers' camp Are that the defense
He
relaxed its vigilance.
are on nay to mine of Mian Upton's
futlier, located a few miles Herons the old engineer, step to the table and
"I wish I dared run out to that
women picking up the dipper, help himself
MoxKoin Imrdcr. Kynaaton
creek bed for a bucket of water,"
at hit rump whtl he ffoee with a detail to a drink of water.
to Investigate report of Villa Run runner.
"Salt bacon isn't
The dipper was still Immersed in growled Kynaston.
Villa troop drive amall force of
any too appetizing. There are ponies
acroas border line and they surren- tbe water when there came
another
der to Kynaaton. Dorothy and Mra. Kane
in the stables behind; I'm going to
till at camp when Kynaaton returns with flat, smacking report, followed by
Ullnd Mexican priest appears crash as of a stone on a board. The try it. Give me the bucket."
firlaonera. and
clalma Interned Mexicans
Before anyone could stop him he
have In the apolla brought acroan the Una bucket bioke into fragments and fell
a wonderful emerald hell itolen from a from the tablo, the water dripping he seized a bucket and dashed into
hrlno by Zapata, and taken from him by
the stable. A moment later they saw
Carranza troopa. Prleat la aearchlng for down upon the floor.
he emerald In order to roturn It to the
Mr. Wilkes stood gazing upon the him flat upon his pony, carrying his
reporta
ahrlne. Kynaaton tlnda Jewel and
rifle low and to the right, galloping
ruin.
IN CAMP
to department headquarters. Major
REGIMENT OF NATIONAL
GUARD
down the trail to tbe creek bottom,
appears from headiiuartera to take
"What
ejaculated
help
be
charge of valuable raptured, Prleat lessly.
bewhere the water gurgled half-waKynaaton
and emerald lull disappear.
S?
flips aero
border with one man to aid
"Bullet through the east loophole," tween the two contending parties.
by Vllllataa.
lTpton family surrounded
A hundred
A shot.
yards!
Two
Kynaston
said
shortly.
"The
bucket
The water aupply runa short.
A storm of bullets
was In the line of tire. Now. you've hundred yards!
dene It, Mr. Greaser!
That's all the from the defense covered his reckless
venture. Three hundred yards! His
I
the terrible suspense of
water we had."
pony, stumbling and slipping down the
waiting for death worse than
Hour after hour the defenders Bat
death Itself? Does the man conbepldo their loopholes watching the steep banks, plowed its nose along
' at
kaVv
Im
twelve feet of earth and the young
demned to be shot at sunrise sufBlow advance of tlit.r besiegers.
The
lying
American
found
himself
face
fer most before led out to execuMexicans did not dare advance across
ten
tion? Consider the feelings of a
the open under the Hre of the rifles down behind a mesquit bush on the
his hand holding
stream,
of
banks
the
father when he learns that a
from the house. They were obviously
mob is going to sack his home,
waiting for night to cover their real tbe bucket over the edge, trying to
kill the defenders and steal his
approach.
Kynaston dreaded what haul back forty pounds of dirty water.
A bullet wheeped past his ear, Tbe
beautiful daughter.
the night would bring, for there was
no way to prevent the Mexicans from scream of a horse in pain made him
getting to close range under cover of turn, spilling half the contents of his
CHAPTER V Continued.
bucket.
His pony was down, shot
the darkness.
Then, when the
..... i
were within striking distance, through the barrel. Ho wormed his
So Upton, laying aside hla rifle,
way back to the shelter of its body,
dewould
it
be
difficult
Indeed
for
the
went down the hill to moet the pseudo-ofllce- fenders to
of
reply to the overwhelming carrying with him the
who, with an orderly behind
intensity of the Ore that would be dirty water that meant life to the dehim, was signaling for an interview. opened upon
of the house.
the house bo Boon as day- fenders
"Well, what Is it you pirates light
Half-wato the bouse he got! Then
should come.
want?" he asked truculently.
"Are
REGIMENT OF NATIONAL GUARD ON THE MARCH
While Kynaston was cudgeling his the fusillade from the attackers made
you tryln' to make a iivln' by your
to
some solution to the him throw himself to the ground In a
brains
find
own unaided efforts?"
problem he saw old Wilkes pottering wild attompt to seek cover. Tbe an"We have come to collect from the
about
the house, carefully gathering swering roar from the loopholes of the
holders of Mexican property a part up
empty tin cans. These the house atop the slope behind him told
all
the
of their
gains In order, sennr,
garstrung
old
man
on a piece of rawhide htm the grateful news that the
that the bravo unci patriotic defenders
rison had seen his predicament.
of the republic shall not be hungry."
Time after time a shot wheeped
"Well, you've undertaken a grown
close to his head. Time after time lie
Job,
then," snarled I'pton.
man's
carefully pulled that
bucket
"We demand the payment by the
with its precious contents closer to
Santa Cruz mine of Ave thousand dohim so that it should not be spilled.
llars in rash and the surrender of all
Time after time he sank closer and
the arms, ammunition and powder, instill more close into the little hollow
cluding dynamite, that you have, as
that sheltered him, biding his opporwell as the permanent loan of all your
l
to
tunity for a final scramble
horses."
the safety of the house.
!
And what do I get out of
on the
Prom this vantage-poin- t
it?"
slope,' Kynaston could Bee one rebel
"You will have our protection and
after another attempt to tuke a posiour assurances that you will not be
tion from which he could be outflanked
bothered or annoyed by any further
and thug forced to run across the open
compulsory loans made to the provispace of the unsheltered hillside.
sional republic."
Bullet after bullet made blm hug
In
I'pton fumbled for a moment
his
the ground closer and closer.
REVIEW OF CAVALRY REGIMENT
pocket, from which he finally produced
Presently he heard a shout from the
two paperB. These he handed to his
house that sent the red blood coursing
interviewer.
again through his veins.
"There are two other 'protections'
"Oh, Kynaston!" It said, "duck your 1
given me last month," he said tersely.
nut, youngster; duck your nut! You're
"You will see that We is for two thouright In my line o' fire I'm comln'
sand aud the other (or flftoen hundown to you."
"
dred
Down went Kynaston's head. He
"We will guarantee you against
dared not turn to look, for he knew
The Heavy Recoil Steadied Him.
any further contributions," said the
that no man living can turn without
that had been brought to tbe house to partially rising.
other ingratiatingly.
Three
Mexicans
"If your own force Isn't strong be niado into a lariat. HIb curiosity skulked across the road, taking cover
enough to take my place it certainly thoroughly aroused, Kynaston asked
in the thin fringe of mesquit along
"What are you doing with that, tho trail. The leader stopped long
Isn't strong enough to protect me
Mr.
Wilkes?"
against anything. No, senor, I won't
enough to Are twice at Kynaston. The
said the American rifle spat out its answer. At
pay you a single cent not a sou
"Can't git no
murkee. I've stood all I'm going to old man Bentcntiously; "they're all In the same time Kynaston heard another
stand from you fellows. Now I'll ap- the studies. So I'm atmiu' to string rifle crack from higher up the hill.
all theso cans on a piece of rope an' Upton, prone in the dirt, was coverpeal to the American consul."
ha.ig 'em across the front an' hack ing Kynaston's retreat.
The other spat derisively.
roads after dark. Anybody stumblln'
"Better trust to me!" he said
Kynaston heard Upton's shot wheep
"But if you do not sur- against 'em '11 rattle 'em, an' that '11 past him Just as his own finger pressed
render Immediately, but compel me to give us warnln'."
the trigger. The man in the road be"That's what I've been trying to low him staggered, spun around twice
take the place, I tell you frankly,
senor, I shall Bhow no quarter "
think of! Now, if we only bad some and dropped upon his face.
"Well, I can't help that, can I? I water!"
He waiter no longer, but sprang to
There was no water; and the whole his feot, gripped the
will give you, sir, exactly what you
water-buckcan take an' it won't strain your back garrison knew it. For hours the dewith one hand, and trailing his SIGNAL CORPS TELEGRAPHER
LEARNING HOW TO DIG A TRENCH
to carry It. either," snapped Upton. fenders, sticking closo to the loop rifle with the other dashed up the nar"Very well, senor," said the Mexi- holes, knew thirst grimy,
row trail to the house, where ho was
can. "I give you half an hour to con- thirst that froze the smile on the lips received with hearty congratulations.
lih mmmmwmvm.
sBBjBMasBBBajBjsMBB
sult with your companions. If at the and cracked the corners of tbe moutb.
"Of course, we needed It badly,"
end of that time you decide to accept
A shot from tbe corral smacked
said Mrs. Fane as she took the buckot
my terms you have only to wave a against tho rear wall of the bouse. from his hand, "but not so badly as
white flag from your front door. 1 Instinctively the man behind the door- that." She pointed to a thin line of
shall know what it means.
post took cover. A moment after the red that showed above his collar.
"If there is no (lag then all that shot wbb fired a man came forward Kynaston raised bis hand to it and
folio s is your owu fault.
Adlos, from the corral, displaying a dirty laughed.
sent-rMay the saints teach you
handkerchief on the end of a stick.
I pledge
"It can't be anything.
The Mexican strode off to
Mr. Wilkes spoke excitedly:
you my word l never knew I was
his men while I'pton picked the best
Anybody that touched
"Don't you do it!
Oh, i
way up the slope to the house.
goes out here now ain't got no sense.
Ho broke off suddenly as he looked
The long half hour came to an end They'll get you into the open and at Dorothy Upton, for her eyes were
at last. Suddenly down by the cor- shoot you down. Don't pay no atten- full of telltale tears.
rals a ritle cracked. A bullet wheeped tion to 'em!''
"There they come again!" growled
through the window where Kynaaton
"You must recognize it." said Ky- Wilkes, pointing down the hill.
stood, lodged in the heavy window-post- . naston. "Come on, Upton, we'll see
A group of rebels had gathered
At the smack of the impact the what they want."
about the dead man. Even as the
youngster sprang back.
But llttlo time was given. There Americans watched they came forward
J
'
"
-t
Raising his ritle, he llred at a head came a crack from the right, and a slowly up the slope, waving for a flag
that showi.'d above a stone. The flat, bullet whizzed uncomfortably close to
shirt that was long past all days of
smacking report unci the heavy recoil KynuBton's shoulder, landing with a whiteness.
of tho piece steadied him.
chink-'nvicious whit in the mass of clay
Come on, Wilkes, and hear what
Bird Expert Pickpocket.
"Did you hit him?" asked a soft
that formed the chimney. Down they've got to say."
h, np'iit for the Siinln
W. .1. Tr
steady
cua
void! belting him.
He came the
stuff with a rattle.
Mr. Upton and tbe old man walked
V
yenr tigti left lilx overnllH huiiK-Ini- j
turned to see Dorothy standing near
Wilkes, thrusting his rifle out to meet the flag of truce.
Mr.
on
when he went fur visit.
Dim.
through, a crack between two of the
In one pocket wits n viiliinlile key with
"Don't think so. Please get back. logs, fired two shots in rapid successiring ..Mtirhe.1 to It. 111.. Hiring
Do you think that Mra. fane
Miss Upton. You might be bit, you sion.
rl.tiicl-- tl
out of tho pocket. When Mr.
iSS'
know, and then
loves Lieutenant Kynaston and
"You'll walk home, consarn you, if
returned he found Ills ovcnills.
y' J
Trench
eyes
of
told
the
Dorothy's
Dororent
event
go
It.
you
of
His
at all!" he growled.
that in the
found
Inn no keys, lie hits Just
thy laughed a little.
death he will turn his affection
Kynaston saw two of their horses
he klcUoil n I
'
string itnil Hie key nl
to the fascinating widow?
'
But she covhimI her furo with her down in tbe dust of the corral. A
stcppliitf over n
whllo
nest
Ytr
ron's
bands for a moment, then lurried away storm of curses came from the edge
Ixiik'Ii of itietiis. .Melitoiie (Citl.)
wiUb
Uttle gbudui r It was war, she j of tho clearing.
CONTlNUttUX
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ITU
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Hollund-America-

IF NEWTON HAD ONLY KNOWN
Byron It. Newton, assistant secretary of the treasury of the United
States, wns raised on a farm up In
western New York. He had a boyhood
chum named Orlu Wlllard. A while
ngo Newton made a Journey buck to
bis old stumping ground und visited
the little red schoollinuse where he
had first coped with such problems as
bow long It will take u man to perform a piece of work that three men
do In four days und a half, on n piece
of weatherbeaten siding he discovered the Initials of himself and
Wlllard carved there one day at recess a great many years ago. This set
Newton to thinking and he wondered
what had become of his old friend
Wlllard. On his return to Washington tie wrote a letter of Inquiry und
asked, by way of showing friendly interest, If Wlllard hud any finally.
Hack mine an answer to the letter.
Yes, Urln Wlllard had a family. In
fuel he hud u sou named Jess Wlllard the Jess W lllard. Now, niliiil you,
the last time Newton had seen Orln Wlllurd, father of Jess, was at a period
In their young lives when prizefighters ranked well to the top us heroes.
"What a lot more life would have meant to us both," says Newton, "If
only (irla and I could have known, when playing about the schoolyard, that
he would grow up to be the parent of a heavyweight champion.
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BRANDEIS

KNOWN

CABINETtS

HELPFUL

O. Handle, dean of

Spunlsh-Amerlcu-

I

food products.

American niurlncrs. knighted by the
queen of Ilollund for bravery at sea,
a former United States naval officer
and a shipbuilder of note, litis retired
to private life after nerving for the
last 17 yeurs as marine superintendent
of the New York Shipbuilding company's plant at Camden, N. J.
After GO years of labor, the veteran sea captain, at his home In Chester, Pa., will spend the remainder of
his days, surrounded by pictures of
his tteusured ships, testimonials from
those to whom he rendered the greatest sevlce, trophies of war und fond
memories,
lie is now seventy-eigh- t
yeurs old.
Captuln Kundle bus been the
"miracle man" of the sea in his day.
It was he who first guided a steamship
across the deep without a rudder.
While he was captuln of the American
Hue steuuiMblp I'urls which still runs
between Philadelphia and Snnthiiiiipton, the ship lost Its rudder when 1,100
mues out at sea early In IHIU. He navigated the ship safely buck to Queens- town, wiinout any discomfort to the hundreds of pusscngers on board.
When the
war broke out. Cuntuin Kundle volun
teered. He was commissioned a communder in the United States navy the
any war was declared.
Cuptnln Kundle wus assigned to the St. Louis as Its nuvlgatlng officer.
While the ship was under fire many times, and wus attached to Admiral
Sampson's fleet during the blockade of Suntlugo, Cuba, It escuped damuge.
The biggest and most thrilling rescue ut seu In which the veteran
mariner ever purtlclpated was 'the one that won him knighthood. Captain
Handle, with the uld of his crew on the St. Louis, saved 212 souls, Including
n
the passengers and crew, of the Hutch steamship Veeiidam, of the
line, ut sea at midnight on February 10, 1808. It required three
hours and ten minutes of the most heroic work to get all of the 212 persons
safely on bourd the St Louis.
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The budKet Is to tho housekeeper
what the blur print ! lo the builder.
The average housekeeper may reduce
expenditure by keeping account! each
month of amounts spent fur various

RANDLE "MIRACLE MAN OF SEA"
Capt Wllllum

b

AS FIGHTER

HINTS.

In tbe first place every home keep
er should keep accounts.
Do you
know any success'
nil business man
who keeps no ac
count of his In
come and outgo T
He Is Just as rare
as is tbe housekeeper who does
record her dally expendltures. Since the cost of living Is
constantly advancing It la vitally necessary that deep concern be paid to
reducing certain items of expenditure.
Food for the family costs more than
any other item, and those who work
with the thriftless and Improvident
know that their condition is largely a
matter of what tbey spend for the In
aide rather than the outside of the
body.
Since meat makes up a large part of
the ordinary family diet, any economy
In tbe purchase of It will make a noticeable reduction in the food bill. By
using meat substitutes, which are less
expensive, but as nutritious,
tbe
amount may be cut down by half. Tbe
ose of cheese, which is rich in pro
tein, a pound of cheese being equal to
two pound of meat In food value with
much less waste, will prove most sat
isfactory.
It Is a great advantage to market
In person; she sees tbe food products,
is able to furnish variety and if she
has strength of mind enough to refuse to buy that which she knows she
cannot afford, no matter how alluring,
she will Und her marketing profitable.
Tbe butcher will not give short weight
with tbe customer looking on, though
the difference may be small It amounti
to much in tbe course of a year.
The cheaper outs ot meat, nuts pre
pared in loaf, eggs in various forms,
are all economical dishes when pre
pared Intelligently.
s
The utilizing of
in the
planning of tbe meals Is another lm
portent item. It goes without saying
that the economical housewife makes
out ber menu days ahead in order to
save expense and use those
profitably.
Brown bread, white bread or whole
wheat bread Is made more wholesome
by the addition of a few raisins.
Fruit and vegetables lend them
selves to all sorts of combinations. As
soups and salads tbey are satisfac
tory.
left-over-

left-over- s

Something Is wrong with everything.
live upon the pKnet of mistakes.
Moit of us are mlaflta. The rest are
excuses.
I know of no Ideal condition except the condition of someone
else. No human being ever had things
just exactly to suit him. The sooner
we awake to this truth and make up
our minds that If ever we are to find
contentment at all, It will be among
things as they ure and not among
things aa thuy ought to be, the better
It will be for us and also for the unfortunate people who have to live with
ank
Crane,
W

DAY WITH PANCAKES.

Anelent Gooseberries.
tioowiierries canned 25 yenr ago
were in ten with spoons dating bnck
180 years at a wedding anniversary
In Fulton, Mo., recently.
It Is easy
to understand bow the spoons could
have been handed down from generation to generation for the period
named, bul !l Is not so easy to comprehend bow the gooseberries got safely
through the quarter century.

It's a Picnic Getting Ready for a Picnic,
If you cAoom',
Spanish OEve

Sweet Relish
Ham Loaf
Veal Loaf
Pieties
Apple Butter.
Fruit Preserves
Jellies
Luncheon Meats
Pork and Beau,

Qucken Loaf

Red Cross IUg Blue mnkei tbe laundress
Dippy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

Bluebirds for the Nursery.
the charming anil symbolical
bluebird II u tiers In still another place
so iiiiiuy alighting spots has the
bluebird found within the past twelve
months I He skims Joyously over the
brushes and mirrors of the children's
toilet table these days and very charmbelonging ure the white
ings with decoration of bluebirds In
various sizes.

Ready to Serve

Food Products

Now

Ivory-finis-

h

Jew ("tar's

Libby, McNeill

&

Libby

inicago

si

The Proper Place.

"Janet's young man Is an aviator."
"Then why don't she entertain him
In the sky parlor?"

J

Your Grocer
FIEL1ADLE
IS

He wants to hold your trade
and tries to sell you brands

m

he knows you will like.
He is always ready to recommend

77
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RC Baking Powder
YES, HE KNEW HIM SLIGHTLY
Visitor, Deceived by Local Custom,
Rather Put His Foot In It In
Conversation.

The habit In agricultural districts
of referring colloquially to n farmer
by the name of his farm Is fraught
with dangerous possibilities to a

stranger.

--Ask him

Heads and "Tales."
When the dynamite trial wus held
In this city, the name of Charles Miller became a household word. In one
small Indiana town the children of a
certuin family who knew tbe attorney
were fond of iicling out ltlhle scenes.
The two elder sisters hud decided on
the story of John the Baptist, and
asked little John to take the part of
the Illble hero. John was from Missouri nnd hud to be shown. After cure-full-y
explaining the Importance of his
purt to him, and the mighty character
whom ho wus to Impersonate, John
looked up In disgust, and druwled :
Now I I ain't guln' to bo no John the
Baptist. I'd rather be somebody great
like Charlie Miller."
Indianapolis
News.

RATHER

ROUGH ON TOMPKINS

Might at Least Have Chosei
Soma Other Tune for Their

Girls

First Rendition.

Tompkins Is a
his trade as a shoemaker. By
early and Inte he managed
enough to educate and dress
daughters very well.
Now, he was so proud of these girl
that ut lust he bought them a piano.
A few days after the arrival of the
Instrument a friend saw him.
"Hello, Tompkins I" he said; "and
how did the plnno go off?"
"Beautifully,
Smith," replied the
shoemaker, "the girls were as grateful as possible, and it's fine to hear
them singing and playing. But what
Albumen In Wheat
do you suppose was the very first tune
Professor Dawley says that chemical they learned?"
analysis of different grulns shows
"Dunno, I'm sure," was the friend's
wheat to contain a lurger amount of reply.
albumen thuu any other grain. There"'Everybody Work but rather,'"
fore It Is tho grain to make the base said Tompkins mournfully.
Pittsfor
food.
burgh Chronicle.

In such a district a gentleman hnd
been resident for a few weeks, and In
conversation one dny with a farmer
received a long tale of the shortconi'
lugs of fitonepnrk, a neighboring
farmer recently gone to his lust ac
count. A few days loter the visitor
fell talking with ITIllhend,
another
former.
"I suppose you knew old Stonepnrk,
who died lately?" remarked the visi
,
tor.
"Aye, I did that," replied nillhead,
slowly rhewlng a straw.
"Ruther slippery customer, I hear,"
entured the visitor.
"Wndna wonder," replied Hlllhend.
"In fact," continued the visitor, "a
regular daylight robber, nnd no friend
Forgot Them.
of yours, I Imagine?"
"What became of thut candidate
The farmer fixed his gne on tbe fnr for your sister's bund?"
horizon, nnd said:
"Well, yes. we
"He won out. And say J"
were kind o' friendly. Ye see, Stone'Well?"
pnrk was my father." London Tlt- "He hasn't redeemed any of his nu
merous pledges." Kansas City Jour
nit.
nal.
Prom Our New Dictionary.
Cipher Something one can always
Some Kicks.
get fur nothing.
'And you say the mule kicked you,
Ignorance 'Sometimes It's bliss, and
Sum?"
sometimes It blisters.
"Indeed, he did, boss."
Clove A scent frequently used to
"How far did ho kick you?"
disguise the breath of suspicion.
"How fur did he kick me?"
Kgg Something u hen lays simply
"Yes, how fur were you from him
because she can't stand It on end.
he kicked you?"
after
Compromise
agreement
by
An
Dees you mean how far was I
hieh two parties get what they
from him after he kicked me first or
m't want. Indianapolis Star.
de lost time, boss?"

If pancakes are to be light, more
Louis I. ltrandelH, the newest
mixing will not do. The batter must
member of the l ulled States Supreme
be thoroughly beaten for
court. IiiIm been known as a lighter
five or ten minutes. The
throughout Ids public career. He has
frying pan should be
been clilelly noted for bis arguments
very smooth and fairly
before the Interstale commerce comhot so the cakes may
mission In opposition to the requests
cook quickly without getof the railroad that tbey be allowed
ting soggy.
to Increase their freight rales, appearPlain Pancakes. Sift
ing us counsel for shippers lighting
one cupful of flour Into a
the Increased rates, although he also
basin; add a quarter of
opposed Hie New llaveu monopoly of
a teaspoonful of salt,
transportation In New h'liglnuil und
one unbeaten egg, and half a cupful
Helved as counsel for individuals in
Sure.
of milk. Mix until smooth, then beproceedings Involving the constitu1
"Io you think ho need a new nil- gin to beat with a wooden spoon for
r
labor
tionality of women's
a few minutes; then add another half oliiil anlliein?"
laws In Oregon ami Illinois and a
"What's the matter with the old
cupful of milk and continue beating
r
law in Ohio.
le .'
until air bubbles rise to the top. Fry
He took part ill Hie light in the
.Nobody seems to remember the
on a hot griddle and serve with lemon
city of Itostou to retain the municipal
words. Now, If we had a song all the
Juice and sugar.
subway system, in establishing u slidf
Cherry Shortcake. Add to the vaudeville artists would sing, wi
ing scale gas syslem In lloston, and
cherry Juice a little cornstarch, cook couldn't hell) learning It."
wis chairman of the arbitration hoard
..
Ji until smooth, add butter, then tbe pit..mi.
NH..
In the New York garment workers'
Efficiency.
strike in 1!M0. He nlso played a celebrated part ns counsel for (ilavls In tbe ted cherries and place on the cakes.
"It's a shiinie we don't get more
Kiilllnger-I'incbo- t
Investigation and has been tbe author of numerous urticlcs Serve with the sauce liiBtead of
Some-filinwork out of our city olliclnls.
on public franchises In Massachusetts, life Insurance, wage earners' prob cream.
ought to be done about It."
Rice Pancakes. Boil a quarter ol
leiiw, the scientific niiiiiiigetuetit of labor problems and the trusts.
"It wouldn't be u bud idea to move
a pound of rice until quite soft, then
drain. Mix with It one cupful of cream, In- eily hall ii 'iirer to the baseball
grounds.
Then the olllce holders
eggs,
a
a quarter of
four well beaten
URGE ASTRONOMER FOR SENATE
toaspoonful of salt, nutmeg to taste, wouldn't waste so inner time getting
a half cupful of melted butter and suf- up there and buck."
Ir. I'erclvnl Lowell, who has been ficient flour to form a smooth batter.
Avoiding Discussion.
-a legal resident of Arizona for some Fry and sorve.
"You must give your wife credit for
8crving a thin slice of orange sprinyears. Is being urged by representative
Kepubllcans of that state to become a kled with sugar on the nice brown knowing us much about the political
candidate for the United States sen cake, which la but little larger than situation as you do?"
"That's what I want to do," replied
ate. He has taken an active interest the orange I a most attractive and
Mr. (irowehcr. "I want to give her
In Arizonn politics, and a plank relatdelicious cake.
ing to the restriction of Immigration,
Scotch Pancakes. Heat four eggi credit for about everything without
written by him, wus unanimously cur- with four tablespoonfuls ot sugar. putting her to the trouble of explainried by the Coconino county convenHave six tablespoonfuls of flour and ing a single word."
tion und was being fuvorahly received a pint of sweet milk, mix
little of
Called.
throughout the state.
the milk with the flour until smooth,
"My country calls me!" exclaimed
Doctor Lowell's famous observu-torsdd this to the beaten eggs, then add
at Flagstaff, maintained at bis ex- a little salt and mix all together. Put I lie emotional putri'jt.
"It shouldn't have been necessary to
pense, bus made that Arizona com- a tablespoonful of butter on a smooth
munity known throughout the scien- griddle and pour a cupful of the well cnll If you have any useful service to
You ought to huve been on
tific world, and the people of the state beaten batter on to the pan, cook until perforin.
ns a whole have shown their eagerness well browned, then spread with butter (In- job."
to recognize bis
and orange marmalade, roll up, sprinservNatural Effect
ices. It Is at Flagstaff that tbe ob- kle with sugar, serve on a hot dish.
"Miss Gwendolyn has such a
Chopped pineapple or other fruits
servations on Mars have been made
voice."
that have furnished a basis for con- may be served on these cakes, even
"Thut must be because she Is
structive speculation ns to the likeli- grated chocolate added Just as they
of a belle."
hood of animal life on that planet. are taken from the griddle, dusted
For his work on Mars lHs?tor Lowell has received the Jimssen medal of the with sugar, I a cake liked very much.
To give a relish to tomato sauce,
French Astronomical society and a gold medal from Soclednd Astronomic de
cl op a green pepper with onion. This
Mexico.
He Is a member of many scientific bodies in various countries, and is
is good served with omelette.
tbe author of numerous hooks and pup rs on astronomical subjects.
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man at
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to earn
his two

Real Humorist
"My nephew, Perry Pert, ought to
be writing button busters for the Star-beacolumn, right now I" said old
Isaac Ickery. "He's a whole lot fuller
of youmer thnn the fellers that are
writing 'em. Why, Just yesterday I
handed hi in a paper with a picture in
Czar FerdiIt of that 'ere
nand of Bulgaria, and says I, "What
do you think of him?" And as quick
ns a flash he answered right back,
'Goodness only nose 1' just like that I"
Kansas City Stur.
d

"I hate Jum."

"Do you mean on bread or In the
trolley enrs."
Fish ubound In the Everglades.

ten-hou-

nine-hou-

:K

g

..

y

public-spirite-

They
Stand
U- pUnlike common corn
flakes, the New Post

Toastiet don't mush
down when milk or
cream is added.
And they have a charming new flavour delicious,
different, the true essence of the corn not found in
corn flakes heretofore.

The intense heat of the new process

of

rr..-

raises tiny bubbles on each delicious brown
these little puffs are the identifying feature.

-

'

HuL

anJ

These new flakes are firmer, crisper, and don't
crumble in the package in comparison, ordinary corn
flakes are as "chaff."

d

I

Your grocer can send you a package of

New Post Toasties

I

'judgiiiM' i'i
vor of the de-- I
In The District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico fendant The First National Bnnk
i

::DI

AMONDSI

Blue White Wesseltons
and
Blue Jaegers

NOTICK

The finest of stones.

American cut. Brilliant.
Full of Fire.
See them on display in our window.

Benhof

Jewelry

Company!

"Put Your Duds In Our Suds"

OK

SALE 01" REAL ESTATE

WHEREAS, on the 17th day
of May, A. D. 191(5 in an action
pending in the District Court of
Curry County, N.'.v Mexico,
wherein H. J. Babler was plaintiff and Elias High, Mary High,
Kid Speakinun, Mrs. Alary E.
Townsend, R. M. Holt, Marshall
Owen, Bruce Price, T. W. Bush,
the First National Bank of Clovis, a corporation, and S. C.
S.'ars, were defendants,
said
cause being numbered 1)13 on the
civil docket of said court, judgment and decree was rendered
in favor of the plaintiff and
agaii.tt the defendants Eliat
High and Mary High, covering
the debt sued upon, costs of suit
and costs of sale aggregating
the sum of $2203.05, and said
judgment further foreclosed a
as
certain mortgage deed,
against all the defendants upon
the following described real
estate, situated in Curry County,
All of
New Mexico,
Blocks numbered from One (1)
to Thirty Eight, (38) inclusive,
of the Lincol i Patk Addition to
the town of Clovis, New Mexico,
except Blocks Numbered Twenty
Four (21), Twenty Five, (25),
Twenty Six (2G) and Twenty
Seven (27), in said addition, all
situated upon the South East
of Section
Quarter (SE 1 4
Numbered Eleven (11), Township 2 North, Range 3f East,
New Mexico Principal Meridian,
land containing One Hundred
'Forty (140) acres more or less,
which judgment and ecree was
entered and recorded in the Re
cords of saui Court in Volume D
at page 570 thereof, and,
WHEREAS, in the aforesaid
judgment and decref, the defendant The First National
Bank of Clovis, a corporation,
recovered judgment against the
Defendants Elias High and Mary
High, covering the debt sued
upon, by it attorneys fees, costs
of suit and the costs and expenses incident to this sale,
segregating the full sum of
$2192 30, with interest thereon
from Mav 17th. A. D. 1916, at
the rate therein specified, and
said judgment further foreclosed
a mortgage deed, as against all
of said defendants, upon certain
of the lands and premises hereinabove described, which mortgage deed is secondary and subject to the mortgage deed in
All of
favor of plaintiff,
Blocks numbered from One (I)
to Seventeen (17) inclusive of
the Lincoln Park Addition to the
city of Clovis, New Mexico, according to the official plat there
of, now placed on record in the
office of the County Clerk of
Curry County, New Mexico, al
so, tracts numbered lf, H). zi,

..

Clovis Steam Lauudry
"The Old Reliable"

D. R. Shupe, Prop.

WHAT SCHOOL?
Is a serious question. Attend the old reliable DRAUGH-ON'S- .
Fifty BIG colleges in 18 states; 225.000 gradu-ate- s
in positions; 28 years succassful record; 10.001)

annual enrollment.
Write for
Positions guaranteed.
FREE catalogue and be convinced that DRAUGHON'S
i3 THE BEST.
Free course in Salesmanship and Business Efficiency to those entering before September the
10th. We also teach Spanish.

C.

Homer Wileman, Mgr.

Amarillo, Texas

a

M

4J

J J

RELIABILITY

BERT CURLESS
HIGH GRADE

AND ARTISTIC

HOUSE PAINTING

.....

INTERIOR FINISHING AND DECORATING
TINTING, WALL PAPERING, ETC
WORK PROMPTLY

CLOVIS,

EXECUTED.

YOL'R PATRONAGE

SOLICITED.

NEW MEXICO

NOTICE!
We want to buy your

Second-hanGoods, furniture,
stoves, ehairs, and in fact almost everything in the
second hand line. We are doing general repairing,
such as Bicycles, Sewing Machines, Furniture and
toves. Will do all kinds of Upholstering from a
Baby Carriage to an Automobile top.
e
All
prices and first class work guaranteed.
d

atrea-sonabl-

4

Doors South of p. o.

Abney & Johnson.

in Curry county to make us a visit
while in Clovis whether your account is

here or elsewhere. We make a specialty of cattle loans. We are prepared to
handle

We want your farm
loans, Can handle
them on short no- uce.

cattle paper well secured in

most any amount.

We want to figure

with you on your cattle loans.

See us at J mce!

The
Union Mortgage Co.
i

4

je
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The Citizens Bank of Clovis

iumbing
Work,..
ID

S. A. JONES, Cashier.
Geo. W. Singleton. Pres.
Cha. E. Dennis, Vice Pres.
J. A. Latta. Vice Pres.
S. T. Lawrence, Director.
Cash Ramey, Director.

For good, sanitary plumb
ing that will stand the test,

Charles

phon- - 407

S.

X

Hart, Director.

V. J. HIVELY
Let us figure on your work

$50.00 REWARD

J. W. HUNTER

is

Livestock and Commercial

Clovis,

offered

by

the -

Clovis Fixit Shop

AUCTIONEER
Will cry a!o. anywhere. Lorntril at
The I.ono Mar Wagon Yanl.
P. O. Ilox 1
I'honr 4UV.

For any Typewriter, Adding Machine,
Cash Register, or any other Mechanism
that we can not Fix.

New Mexico

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

a

M. V. White, Prop.
All that the name signifies
Sanitary in every respect.
Baths. Join our list of
customer?.

uenerai Kepair onop at your Service
Motorcycles, Bicycles, Gas Engines
and Gunsmithing,

regu-regul- ar

Osteopathy is the best treat
ment for all diseases of the
stomach and bowels including
Cholera Infantum.

tf
The best

in oil

stoves.

Let us

show you.
tfr

Bates & Miller
South Main St.

218

Clovis. New Mexico.

Dr. II. R. Gibson
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Turkeys Being Stolen

Clovis Beats Portales

Curry County farmers who are
raising turkeys should guard
against their flocks being stolen,
as turkey thieves are operating
in Eastern New Mexico. During
the past ten days something like
fifteen hundred turkeys have
been stolen in and around Hager-manear Koswell.
The people are wrought up be
cause of the depredations of
what seems to be an organized
gang or thieves now working
there. Chickens, pigs and even
calves were also stolen.
Do you need any job work todav? If so. nhono the Mewn
oTice, number 97.

The Portales ball team came
up to Clovis Sunday to cross bata
with the local nine. The score
was 0 to 8 in favor of Clovis. A
week ago Sunday the score was
14 to 5 in favor of Pjrtales.

n

-

There was quite an excitement
in town Wednesday morning
when the fire department was
called out. A bin smoke was
seen in the vicinity of the rear of
Miss Rainbolt's millinery store,
but by the time the department
reached the scene the fire was
under control. It proved to be
a hot tamale wagon and was not
badly damaged.

FIX UP YOUR FENCES!
Part of the Clean Up and Paint Up Plaa Is to

ivui
Our

28, 2!). 30. 31, 32, 34, 35, 36. 37

and 38 in the Lincoln Park Addition, which judgment is recorded in the volume and page
as above stated.
NOW THEREFORE, notica is
hereby given that the undersigned, as Special Master of
Court herein, will, on the 22nd
day of August, A. D. 1916, at
the hour of two o'clock P. M. at
the south door of the Court
House, in the city of Clovis,
Curry County, New Mexico,
offer and expose for sale the
above described real tstate at
public outcry and vendue, to the
highest bidder for cash in hand,
to satisfy the above described
judgment in favor of the plaintiff and the above described

We extend to every farmer

tention.

Jt . Jl J

.

to-wi-

PHONE 254

We welcome the accounts of farmers.
We will give your business special at-

Money! Money!

;

to-wi- t:

Cleanliness is next to Godliness.
It's the.
big thing in the laundry business. When
you send your clothes to ou: laundry, you
can rest assured that they will return ab.
olutely clean and sweet. To make this
possible we have a liirge well niuipped
sanitary plant with all the modern appliances. Cities many timos larger than
Clovis cannot boast of a better laundry
than the

Mr. Farmer:

of Clovis h corporation, to
H. J. PA BLEU. Plaintiff
gether with all costs of suit and
VS
th. c sts and expenses incident
ALIAS HIGH, MARY HIGH. to this sale
KID SPEAK.MAN. MRS. MARY
WITNESS MY HAND, this
E. TOvVNSEND. R. M. HOLT.
the 15th day of July. A. D. 1916
MARSHALL OWEN.
BRUCE
F. S i;urns,
PRICE, T. W. BUSH, THE
Spoml
Master of Court Herein.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK cl i 21-18.
J
NE-CLOVIS.
A
MEXICO.
CORPORATION and S. C.
In the care of confinement
SEARS. Defendants.
cases I use a sepsis, antiseptics
NUMBER 913.
and surgery shvil I it b noces-9o-v- .
Dr. H. R Gibson

II

We Take Special Care
In

Filling

Sall

n

AA .
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I.
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First Class Rough Lumber
and
Dressed Stock Will Be Found Very
oaiwiaciory lor All Kinds of

construction Work.

Prescriptions

Wken you corn to as you haw the
assurance that your prescriptions
will be promptly and carefully compounded with fresh, pure drugs.
We Alee Carry a Complete Une af

Dragglits' Sundries
Perfumes Toilet Article
Candles,

Etc

ut

We
your trade and you will
lad our rood Just as represented.

Phone 23

City Drug Store
S.

Main 3t.

Clovis, N.

M

LONE STAR LBR. CO.
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Sim .U-.- .
Ni'wiiiin.i' I'm hi ..
Santa I'd, N. M. Ii.der the n rins
o( tint ;uod roads bill signed by he.
i'lT.sid; at, New Mi xicu may tecehe
more, than two ami a iuarUr luilllo'i

Ke.

.siiiiu Tennis Thui ii.iniciit nt

Beil.

l

8cp. li

Slmlt anil Friitliicti
Oct 3 li New Mexico Hauliers' Ass"'l-Inn Convention nl Ciuud Cafiuii, dollars.
Arli.
New Mexico will lie entitled to
for Bluto an. oilier highway,
Huyers are now paying $1 2.50 a ton
and approximately $,i,i),),ouii for roads
for Pecos valley alfalfa hay.
throiigli natloiiul forests. Tim bill apKoswell will liohl Kb iinnual cily propriates
$i.';,ui'o.iiimi
for general
'TvVIh loiirmitiieut in August,
roads, and $ O.OHO.ihio for forest roads.
jf.arkapur is musing the dentil of Area, population and rural deliver.'
flfftlo in tho San Juan basin.
and star mall routes are taken lulu
Tim Progressive state eentral com- consideration in ho dUtrlbuHoa of
l
mittee meets at .Santa Ke July '1'2.
tlie $7.'i,i)tio,i. Ml appropriation for
roads, and it ih providod tluit
A KoriiKi' wan destroyed by fire at
r
period at luasl an
Claylon, canning a loss estimated ut during tlio
oipial aiuouiil in ur: t Ik exp"ndod by
f 2'.KI(I.
Manuel nivnrn of Tlerra Anuirllln, 1'iicli stale. Tin: lutal federal appropriation lor tin; firm year will bo
l
died from tallies rau. I'll by heinj;
uuo.Onu, and thorn v ii! he. an Ineremu
by u wiill.
of t.".,tiiiii,iinii over I Iii previous year's
Citizens of (irinly liavi voted a
hull,
Hug
a appiopriailon durini: earli of the lour
bond issue of $.i,noo (ur
succocdini? years. Tim dlstrlhut lull of
UnW SelllldlhotlSO.
the federal road
funds will be in
It In I' lMiili'd at ( 'iiluinliiis tint tliu
clint'fce of llio secretary of iinrlcul
New .Moic,i nuiment. Is Id have i. tin e.
litarliino kuii oi Jim.
The fai-- that New Mexico will so"Slim" Allen, a eowhny, was burl euro npprnxiinalelv
for
$l 'iiio.ikmi
ii
a steer at llio La
while lu '
ads throiiKli nut innal forests pMhli loll.
Vi'Kttd rowings'
ably means thai the Scenic lugh.va.'
Hoail Pollsters of t .i:iy county an
Iweeii Sin, la Ke aid .us Ven.s.
v v oust from
riiugli Hie
f:
Ke !nt!niil forcl.
aKil.iliio: mi' li new
I'oi It r 'o he 'I r.Mis In..'.
l.i' built.
The appidval of l!i
t Sen Ice Will he alllUe
i;'..sa-''bound
hits
Cruz i hi naiidiv.
li' I'llilil'ei.f I'n nr!; e:,t ll'lat es
(hi t lii ill.- iiaini j
lor biiaMn;:
consinii lien rf t'tis hicli'' w
into a i.,i!.,n at
to
I'losu
l'.:iiUlelit. felill will co.-'II have I'
Iii'laiiiu s.ilimtil:,' p r."
Uv
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P.a'ilcr, In Will, Admits Guilt.
Santa !''' The will of .lose l'.au ."
"e of lie four Villistas liutlg I'l
Iv
ai Iteming, for complVity in ll.
t'oliiiiibus raid. wa tnade pnblii lien
I'i.e will is writ en In Spanish, and
belief ill 111'
ifi'T iifl l'lnilin lian.-iMi'a'holie relliiion, ilcclat 's he pur
licipitterl
the raid nt the behest of
his coininander, Villa; expresses pa
love for Mexico utid declares
riot
hat be bad neither friends nor rela
lives to console hint In his sorrow. II'
oni luiles wiill a statement that tin is
pcunllcsg and bears no uialicu toward
tiny one.
'

I

l

jury.

V

number of New Meiiv (iuardi
have asked for rebaae nil the i:nu,n l
Unit llley hae pi on depemliiii; upon t
for support.
The board of ri (lenl.t of he I'tliver-silof New Mexleo let the nineral
font met lor a cheinistiy liiiihlini al
the unlvi rslly for $'o, :!!.
Hoswell reHidetits have contlihlltnl
u lot ai of $'i"7.' to the pension fund
for tho benefit of families of Nation
guard members now at the border.
More than i;u per cent of the stu
Jt'litH of the I'niverslty of New .Mex.
ico aro w holly or in part hi
while receiving their education, according to statistics compiled
In the office of Hie registrar.

Dayton Cannery Nearly Ready.
Dayton. The cannery, cotton gin
and feed mill are. all under roof und
the machinery will be placed aa
tpilckly as possible. There urn 115
acres of tomatoes growing nicely for
the cannery, nearly fiHO unres of cotton for the gin and plenty of forage,
grain for tliu feed mill.

son of
Osslo Trtiyelstend,
Mr and .Mrs. .1. K. Trayelstead of Logan, died fioin a bile of a rattlesnake.
Uoorge L. Ileece was appointed a
nioinlier nf the board of regents of the
.losepli K.
ulllliiry Inst lliile,
Uhea.
Tbc resources of all Now Mexico
hanks, national and stale, nniiuinl to
Z.'.'.i". Ill; loans ami iIIhcouuIs,
ilepnsils. J.'.'i.SiCi.OTT.."
A number of New Mexico national
guardsmen, now on duty at nlumhus,
have applied for irisehai'i'e under the
recent ruling of the War Di parlnien!
Hint those having depeudei'ts nine be
released from furl her hoi iler duly.
Tuciimcarl reports the ur": lest ml!
road biiaiuess in lis l;lsior iluruig the

Prize Winners at Las Vega! Reunion.
Las Vegas Following wcro among
:!ie prize winners
at the. Cowboys'
jei'ond annual reunion:
Steer roping finals, $100 purse, W.
II. Shipley first, $210; Slil Dennis
$I2U; Kllison llanisev (bird, $10.
Coal roping finals, Salem t'urlU
'irsl, $I5.'i; (lalnes Weir second, $75;
Hoy Murrali third, $2.V Steer bulldog-infinals-Sli- m
Allen first. $210;
l''re( Atkinson second, $120; Johnny
ludd third, $10.
ISrono riding finals-HugMed.
first. $:tnii and a $mi jmlr of boots.
V. 10.
Hill Stanton second, $l."lo;
third, f,",u.
t'owboys.
Ol'.i
race
low pony
.leoi'no first, $(ld; .lack McClure
$30; Katly Kelly third. $10.
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Columbus Regiment to Report.
(' I'anibus. Orders for the regiment
nf New .Mex4eo infantry htutloiied hero
lo t'epiet to Col. M. C. Sickel.
the New Mexico border patrol. 'erc reeelveil from (Jen. Kunston.
I
they are lo bn dolalled
is
11 8 Ico
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fr, ut, T.
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Mexican Section Hands Diiarrned.
Sao n Ke fteports that hundrri
Qf the San-itnd Is w' I' ; iiown in af
"ii an section hands Clovig
railroad uround
were
!
eir, of Mot' ii on,
ijtvlly anued, ciaiseil a search by
.'"r ilia p.i n.sli.ti, nn :ivii'l niil.'oid agents of laborers,
Mound, Mc .eithii) houses anil cars, resulting In
of Wii'-'icioniipiie.f h!p ut :hn he confiscation of IF- - consldeimbla
up.
A" ntlly of .anus and aniinunltioii.
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Into Our New Store
Three Doors South of Our
Old Location.

Farmer and Laborer Receive Benefit! Instead of Empty Republican Phrase!.
In bis loiter to lie Progressive National ('oniiuittuH, largely devoted lo
u discussion of the support given by
Alliance to
the
.Mr. lliiglies ami ihu reason lor bit
own
defeat, Colonel Hoosevult Included tliu following characteristic
Kiuicmciit:
It is folly to pay heed to any
of the premises in the plat form
on which lie (President Wilson)
now stands, in view of tile lai t
every Important
that almost
promise on which he stood four
ea is ago has since been broken.
It is a in i x in of th" courts
hut
wle n a willies Is false in one statement ho may bo regarded as false lu
all.
The Democratic party, in its plat' J . promised tariff reform,
form of
and laiil'l reform Is now a fact. It
promised additional ami more constructive laws feu' tlie regulation of
coriioiatloiis an. tin. Clayton
law hi the result.
Direct Elections and Income Tax.
The platform coinliieiiled upon lio
bv Connesi of an amend-lueii- i
permit
lo the Const it ut ion to
the t aai taieiit of all income tax law
and snother amenilmeiil providing'
for the direct elecihm of Senators
the ic..e.'t i,,ns for the two amend-ine'iii'.'.:i
been put thrnuali by
the Ii ';.i ;t!ii' i:r'v- - and both laws
are now writ ten upon the sinlnie
I

(Jei'ioan-Anierlcu-

We shall be glad to see
our old customers in our

i

new home. We carry only
the best
goods
and our prices are the
lowest.
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I'll lliei
the lounirv
who had been urn, 'isi',1 SU' li ,' .,',,1-nHi ,.i:;, ai,
i Inb
"av'y lor ' wi nt V
yars w
full l.'rienl.
As a reml! of the ,!Se. ,'l.. ar;,- of the IlelllO-"I- ,
.
rat ie part v lo in
as a l'". ull of
I 'resident
leadership,
Wih
both
blanches
of Co'': re.'..- have now

9, W right
O:soorne fey

ernl credits

i' an

he

lo

pas-a rural ere, pis measure which
eveiiinally will enabl" tenant farui-er.- i
to own their own b'.n.l without
em ni'iheraiice.
The I lemocrat ie
measure was passed aliiiost
branch..-.- , ih,,
in In
beillf; iddigi'd to
it lliuir
approval.
Agricultural
Anoiher of the In, , cant planks in
the liemoeiatic plaiform was one
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Wrielit Home with Right Goods and Right Prices"

unanl-iiioiial-
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Kcpnl.-Mean-
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ie

atricullui'i'l

the Slates.
Such cooperation,
a new and modern luarheimg
system. Federal alii in road building
and other aids to the farmer, is now
a reality.
Justice to labor and the conservation of the rights of labor were
promised In the plaTorm of !M 2 and
Samuel (Jumpers, President
of the
American Kedcration of Labor, has
said I hal more was done for the laboring people under Ilia leadership
of President Wilson and under the
Democratic party than under any
previous ad ministration.
of the natural reConservation
sources of the country was promised
and there hns been progressive conservation,
accompanied ,y sane development. No administration
lias
ever had a more efficient operation
of the Interior Department.
Tho spirit of tho platform as well
as Its letter have been upheld. Tho
iMiiiocniuc pany nan gone even
further, (living the answer to his
own characteristic
statement, with
Ills well
known
nglllly, Colonel
Roosevelt In the same letter to the
Progressive
National
Convention,
says:
The Progressive movement has
been given an Incalculable Impetus by what the Progressive
party has done. Our strongest
parly antagonists hnvn accepted
and enacted Into law, or embodied In their partv platforms,
with
with

I

VKHY

MANY

OK

Ol'll

MOST

IMPORTANT
PtllNCIPLKS.
Much has been accomplished In
awakening the public to a better
understanding of the problems of
social and industrial welfare.
Reforms in People's Interest.
No parly In the history of the na
tion lias ever written upon the st, ti
me bonks a greater body of progres
slve and constructive
laws.
Uilsir
has given Its approval to the laws
written by the Democratic party to
conserve the Interests of labor. No
greater advance has ever been made
In tho Interest" of tho farmer since
the Republic was founded, and the
fennel) tlioiusulres, morn prosperous
and morn enlightened than ever
htifn given tiiair endorsement
to what bas" 'bona dona la their Be
half.
RnnJ refnrtua
have been aucotn.
allshixl In the intorust of all tlto
Ttiure has ncvur baun a time
when the reserves of the aiuioiml
country, representing
banks of th
tho pmspuritf of the pcoplu. have
been larger.
What has been doue by President
Wilson for Uio greater liberty, free- Imn nnd pifsficrlly of the American
people constitute the flaest record of
tied American statesman.
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Draft Signed by President Provides
for Payments to Commonwealths
Raising Equal Sums.

J

iJiiipr it ti NrHi Hrrvli'e.
(OVIMi l:l,(M.
Auir S.t lie ;iti bl lean Sliilo Convention
i Hitnlu 1'Y.
mu'i'iitlc .stiito Convention
Ami.
I

ROADS

PROVIDED FOB NEW MEXICO
CONGHSSIOIMAL ACT.

STATE NEWS
VVifitTll
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$2,250,694
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relit l.v War,
:' lie , i' self has
'
!.' Wilson.
K:ve tbu

major part of his attention lo li.u
cr'ticnl prolib'iiia involving lue p, ace
am! honor of the net inn, mit.lit well
li'ue been excused If he had no, l.een
tnier-miable to coinplele ills record
Hut he
ri'l'oruis.
Ikh la en a.,
Slice,;: sful
a.eoi.i-lili.hin his i!oine-,lents MS he has been in his
lain ai. in of foreign af,'airs and in m
h IdiiiK the honor and dignity of the
"

Highway Garage
New and Fire Proof

lUtlioil
No Domestic Issues.
complete has been tho President's success In handling domestic
problems thai no domestic issue has
been raised against him.
In the absence of coniestlc Issues, his opponents have tried to find an Issue In
the still delicate situation Involving
tlie peace and honor of tho nation
which the President, with n statesmanship in harmony with the best
traditions of the United States, hns
been upholding.
Forcing tho respect of the world
and compelling
the recognillon of
American rights, twice compelled to
raise the mailed fist, the President
has left no doubt thnt America, mora
powerful but with the same spirit
that prevailed In '76, stands ready t )
defend with lives and treasure Its
newfound freedom and Us
So

honor.

The President and the Democratic
party enter the present catininlgn,
challenging comparison of lis promises and performances with the promises and performances of tho Hepub
licun party In tho dayi when it wis
tho dominant party.
It
challenges
com, arisen of the
military, naval. Industrial, economic
and spiritual preparations of the past
three years with the weak structures
that vvero left to President Wilson ns
a heritage from bis Immediate prechallenges comparidecessors.
It
son of its deeds
with Hie vagii"
premises of those wlio have ftnnblel
ill their efforts to find nn Issue.

Adyance in Price
The subscription price of the
News will be raised to $1.50 per
year in a short time. We find
this nectssary owinjr to the high
price of print paper which has
recently doubled in price. All
other material used in the making of a newspaper has doubled
and in some cases trebled in
prioe. For a short time we will
accept subscriptions at the old
rate cf $1.00 per year, after
which time the price will be
$1.50. Pay up your subscription
now and ake advantage of the
old

rate.

Lawn Hose,
Lawn mowers.
sF

vbs.b

ww

Sprinklers

jpaas aasr

and

North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings
and Accessories.

Jones & Lindley
Ford Agents
CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO.

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
Ail Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE !
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Clovis, New Mexico.
Phones 85 and 152.
P. 0. Box 544.

SPECIAL SALE
OUR NEW

ON ALL

Oil Stoves and Refrigerators
WE ARE MAKING LOW PRICES ON THEM
We also offer hat
of All Kinds cf 3t

in
. i

J

! !

prices on h bi st ick
Hand FURNITURE

Wo car-r- y
Soe us for PICI URE FRAMING.
a big i tock of rwii hnsa. If your furniture needs repairing soe us.

Brown Furniture Go.
214 S. Main
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LEARANCE SALE
UL

iW&
We still have a few dozen pairs of On Our Spring and Summer Stock of
Low Shoes for Men, Women and Shoes, Hats, Dresses, Underwear and
Children, that must go to make room Piece Goods, will Close Sat, July 22.
models for fall If ever there was an opportunity to buy Dry
for the ultra-smaGoods, Good Dry Goods it is NOW
at the
and winter. Some JUST RECEIVED remarkable savings this sale makes possible. If
and others which will arrive in a ever there was an opportunity to BEAUTIFY
your WARDROBE, it is NOW, while Beautiful,
short time.
buyable for LESS
Better Materials

Remember you only have until Saturday evening to make your
selections from our fast diminishing stock of Suits and Pants.
We iiote below a few of the wonderful price reductions we
nro making during this great sale.

One Lot of Men's Suits of good materials and styles, values to
$7.75
now offered at
$25.00
One Lot of Boys' Suits, values to
$1.95
now going at
$4.50

White Goods
Some especially good patterns with woven stripes and figures.
17c
20c
Organdies
ll)e
15c
Bench Cloth

and 50 per cent.

loc

Dept.

35c
25c

we are showing garments of exceptionally good
style and built of extra good quality materials.

15c

In the Ladies'
One Lot of Lidiea'
One Lot of Blouses

1--

3

Ready-to-we-

Suits-vul-

ar

lo

ues

rallies

:o

$"

OO-n-

l."U-n-

values

ow

$1 98

35c
25c

ow

.81)

15c

Also Silk Dresses, House Dresses, Kimonas,
Petticoats, Corsets, etc at 15, 20, 25,
3
and in some cases 50 per cent Discount.
33

a

newuper

open-

"bright spot" of all.

lis

transportation facilities and future possibilities were all taKeii into consideration.
All these things were viewed
in an impartial
by a
manner. Since coming to Cl'vis
as one of i:s citiz ns trie writers'
views and impressions have been
strengthened ai.d is now inure
than convinced lint tie oee.siu:)
in selecting this city was a wise
location,

one.
Clov has ..Aery thin;: to mike;
I
has a
it a great big lovn.
who
m
it
bunch
of
live
busters
will see that she gets all that is
comii.g to bur.
The News i al ways be found

Little

27c
ll)c
11c

3

DIMITIES
values
values
values
values

25c
15c
12
lOo

1--

l!)c

at
at
at
at

'i

13c
11c

S

8c

GALATEA
values at
values at
SHIRTING
values
COTTON I'OI'LIN

20c
25c
20c
25e

REGIMENT

OF

NATIONAL

M

GUARD

CAMP

13

1

ltic
2c
19c
15c

l!)c

Notice of Suit
TO Til

DEFENDANT.
P. ELLIS:
You will take notice that a suit
has been filed and is now pending in the District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, in which
Altha Ellis is pkdntilF and you
the fan! li. U. Ellis, are defendant, and that said cause is
number d Kilo on the civil docket
of said Court; and that Patton
& Ural ton, whose business and
address is Ciovis, New
Mexico, are attorneys for plain-tillin .aid cause,

f

K

K.

.

devi-Mp-

ing in a live town, mi" with a
future before it. the writer investigated many cities of importance in the stages of Oklahoma,
Colorado. Wyoming and New
Mexico, and after due deliberation decided thai t'i .vis was the

19c

11c

values at
values at
values at

-

Ciovis.
In

27c

PIQUE

One Lot of Men's Fibre Hats, worth
89c
now going at
$1.25

i

Do

values at
values at
values at

15c

-

i4

LACE CLOTH

20 Per cent Discount on all Men's
and Boys' Odd Trousers e xcept Line Serges.

Clovi3 Will Be New Mexico's in t lie front r inks when it comes
to advancing liie i:iier:sts of
Next Big City
Ciovis and surrounding country
Ciovis t.i'l iy is the fifth largest Tin- city's wr.far.' will
nur
city in New Mexico in point of wi If ire and we ,!'.!:; k c:ni never
population.
NeAS wiii ever
he said that t
This city is the gateway into be found lagging
New MexL'o, it is the biggest
All indications point ;n our
railroad center in tin- state, ami direction tint Ciovis will he
country isi t'ew Mexico's
when the stimuli
Xt tug ei!y.
"
it is easy t' confully
Watch Ciovis UP. w.
template uie future grea nessof

if

rial will make them go.
Yards and Yards of Exquisite

than it
are
If
be
again.
there
GOOD
ever
may
ever
was a
REASON to visit W. I. LUIKART & CO'S., in
the interest of your home comfort, pleasure and
profit, THIS is the occasion. Be sure to come !
REDUCTIONS OF

20, 25, 30, 33

T

Hundreds of New Patterns of Fall
Winter Piece Goods arriving each
day, for this reason we are compelled
to move our spring and summer
stock, consequently we are putting a
price upon them, which, together
with the extra high quality of mate-

rt

SUITS AND TROUSERS
FOR MEN AND EOYS !

Hi.

Interviews

post-offic-

Postmaster Wagner: "It's up
to the people of Ciovis now. if
they want the. freo delivery service The department is ready
to do its part. Some sidewalks
will have to be built however,
before we can go ahead."
Dr. Clyn Smith: "I am a rrm
believer in the future greatness
of Ciovis and Eastern New Mexico, but I object to he called a
'booster." A booster is a uer-swin usually exaggerates.
There's a synonym tor this word
but I
that should lit the
just don't re :all it."
Cash liinify: "I never saw a
coun'ry that could stand drouth
like Curry County. The crops
are in wood .shape and look how
i( has U--n
since we have

"

?Tif.

--

.,

Ji..

You will further take notice
that the general object of said
suit is that said plaint itf obtain

,

ty is in good shape better than Movement for State
ever before. A rain would help,
Poultry Show in Ciovis
but the crop3 are nor. siilierintf
Hillie Buchanan, Dr. Reed and
yet."
oth"r citizens of Portales were
S. A. Jones: "Our business is in Ciovis this week in the inter- good, all that we could expect. Psr
a state poultrv
We give farmers' account spe sh w or Ciovis t
fome
cial attention and make a spo-- . tim(1 in Pe .mbjr. Many chicken
cmlty of cat tle loans. Our state f,n cjer
ftre V(ry much jnterPHt-men- t
in last week's issue ,f tlv p , in th(, ,)r0p0i4ilian nnd are
News shows what a pro porous Wlri;jM with a view of making
condition our institution is in "
jt ,)ie biggest success ever pulled
in New Mexico,
gningjolf
Claude Miller: "We are
The Ciovis show will beheld
to have a close election this fall
out Ibelieve that New M- xie.o nder the auspicies of the
Vtoou
will he found in the Democratic American Poultry Association,
Alex Shipley; "The farmers
when the voles arc The matter will come up at the
can raise plenty of feed here, column
meeting of the Chamber of Commaking this the best stock coun- - counted. While we cn!y have
merce tonight.
may
electoral
votes
three
it
try in New Mexico. Curry Coun- mean the election of a
W. B. Shipley, brother of Alex
Shipley, met with a painful acciC. V. Steed:
"Some big cities
TALK IT OVER
dent at Texico Wednesday evengoing
spring
up in this
are
to
WIFE
YOUR
WITH
ing when a horse kicked him in
country after the European war
or husband, this matter of
the face cutting his lip badly
is over and the Mexican trouble
satisfactory bread and cake.
and injuring his nose. The inIf you are among thope who is settled. Two or three will be jured man was brought to Ciovis
believe that Rood bread and on the Canadian border of the where Drs. Haney and Wester-fielpaitry cannot be secured at United States, and another will
dressed his wounds.
the baker's, try the bakery be little old El Paso, keep your
eye on this town, she's a comer
in this town, the CLOVIS
Don't forget the Chamber of
and is sure to be a large city, I
UAKERY and you'll change
meeting tonight.
Commerce
look for it to be a big manufacyour mind. There's a
treat in store for turing town and the distributing
Best Baker Flour at
point for the whole of Mexico.
you. Come in and tret the
only $3.25 per 103
In 10 years time it should be in
first treat
pounds.
Denver's class."
ca-i-

j

d

Mc-Farlin-

te-da-

't

The News' Contest

anil recover a decree of divorce
from you upon the grounds of

and
desertion and
restoration of maiden name.
You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer
or plead in said suit on or before
the last day of September, A. D.
11)1(5,
judgment by default will
apply to the Court for the relief
prayed for in her compliant, filed
in said suit.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
The stan ling of t he candihereunto set my hand as
have
dates and others who will enter
Clerk of said Court, and affixed
within the next few days will be
the seal of said Court, this the
given in next week's piper. 20th dav of July, A. I). 1!U5.
This contf.st is just starting IkkalJ
A. L. A WALT.
good. Enter now and win one J
11
County Clerk.
I5y Mae Litchfield. Deputy.
of the first big prizes.
non-suppor-

Miss Mollie Sinjrer has been
employed to assist in the big
subscription campaign of the
Ciovis News.
Miss Singer is
experienced in this line of work
and will be glad to help any of
the young ladies. Don't fail to
call for her services. It is free
to you.

21--

EAT AT THE

Ogg & Boss Gafe
THE LEADING CLOVIS RESTAURANT

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

